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Restored Confidence 

“The money is yours!” Li Cihua didn’t have time to chat with Direwolf. He smashed his phone to the side 

and rushed to find helpers! He must inform Master Bing about this as soon as possible! 

The news was spread amongst the media. However, it was still unknown to citizens since the media 

required time to write articles. They are still at the preparation stage and they hadn’t published the 

news yet. 

Even television channels were working overtime to edit the news conference, and they would air it 

immediately once it was ready. 

Li Cihua staggered as he dashed into Master Bing’s room, “Master Bing, it’s no good. Our plan has 

failed!” 

Master Bing was reading the prequel to Fishman II’s novel, So Pure, So Flirtatious. It was a rather 

refreshing urban fiction. He was imagining that he was the protagonist and bullying one of the 

supporting roles when Li Cihua interrupted him. He gruffed, “What are you yelling for? Which plan 

failed?” 

“Master Bing, DIrewolf just gave me a call. Doctor Guan medical company already found out the reason 

behind First School’s unconscious students. They’ve been poisoned and they even distinguished the type 

of poison. It’s called Deadly Seven Herbs Poison and they created an antidote for it…” Li Cihua panicked. 

“Impossible!” Yaowang opened his mouth before Master Bing could, “Deadly Seven Herbs Poison is a 

thousand-year poison, and there is no cure to it. I don’t even know what the antidote for it is. How could 

they have the compounds for it?” 

“I don’t know. Direwolf just passed on the information to me…” Li Cihua merely communicated what 

DIrewolf wanted to say. 

“Turn on the television. If it’s real, it must be on the news!” Master Bing frowned. He had heard of 

Doctor Guan medical company before. It was a recently established company that was at the center of 

attention right now. They put themselves under the spotlight at House Yu’s auction. Perhaps they really 

have an antidote for it? Otherwise, how did they know that the poison was called Deadly Seven Herbs 

Poison? 

Li Cihua immediately turned on the television, and it just happened to be airing Doctor Guan medical 

company’s news conference. 

Everyone in the room was shocked when they saw Fatty Lai talking leisurely yet confidently. Master Bing 

clenched his teeth furiously. He was extremely delighted to hear that Mengyao was poisoned, but in a 

blink of an eye, an antidote to the Deadly Seven Herbs Poison was created by Miracle Doctor Guan 

medical company. 



“Impossible, impossible!” Yaowang widened his eyes in shock. Disbelief filled his face, “This is a 

thousand-year poison with no cure. Even if they distinguished the poison, it is impossible to make the 

antidote in such a short period of time, not even that person!” 

The person Yaowang mentioned was the only person who defeated him and his only nightmare. 

However, it was even impossible for that person to make an antidote within such a short period of time! 

However, the reality was right before their eyes and Yaowang had no choice but to believe it. After all, 

news shouldn’t be fake. If Miracle Doctor Guan medical company didn’t create an antidote but said so, 

the company would suffer severely when it got exposed. It was rather deadly to a newly established 

company! 

Master Bing was annoyed when Yaowang repeated mumbled “impossible” and frowned, “Enough. If it 

didn’t work this time, we’ll think of something else!” 

Master Bing didn’t think Yaowang was so fragile that he couldn’t even withstand a single blow. He 

wasn’t discouraged when his Qibing skyscraper collapsed. Instead, he was thinking about how to make 

Lin Yi pay for it! 

Of course, Master Bing thought like this because he didn’t know the deadliness of Deadly Seven Herbs 

Poison. Only Yaowang knew how horrifying the Deadly Seven Herbs Poison was. He was certain that the 

poison would do the job since he didn’t even have the antidote for it. How would an ordinary hospital 

have it? 

He never imagined Miracle Doctor Guan medical company to create an antidote for Deadly Seven Herbs 

Poison! He couldn’t believe it but the reality forced him to. After all, they diagnosed the cause of the 

students’ coma and pointed out the poison’s name. In other words, they must have a degree of 

understanding about the poison, so the antidote was real. Whether an antidote could be made or not 

had nothing to do with Miracle Doctor Guan medical company. If they were incapable, why did they take 

on the job? 

It seemed like they were rather skilled! 

Miracle Doctor Guan, Guan Xuemin… Previously, Yaowang never thought much of Guan Xuemin in his 

eyes. Although Guan Xuemin was given the honorific of ‘Miracle Doctor’, those hidden noble houses 

have their own imperial doctor, and Yaowang was one of House Zhao’s imperial doctors! 

But now, Yaowang had to face Guan Xuemin squarely since he seemed that he like he had some skills? 

Guan Xuemin, I’m watching you. I will compete against you! 

… 

When the news aired, Gao Xiaofu was also informed and he was allowed to go home from school! 

After he went home, he was scared yet excited at the same time. He was excitement from the mischief! 

It was his first time doing something as bad as poisoning others! When he saw that the ambulance 

rushed twenty-eight students to the hospital and given critically ill notice, an inexpressible sense of 

pleasure filled his heart! 



However, deep worry hit him. After all, it was twenty-eight lives. If they all died, then he would be a 

criminal! 

When the hospital failed to diagnose the cause, Gao Xiaohu slightly relaxed. Although he indeed 

poisoned those students, but they didn’t have any evidence. If the hospital couldn’t give the public an 

answer, then the event would just end! 

However, not long after the event, a company called Miracle Doctor Guan medical company hosted a 

news conference. They not only found out the cause of the coma, but they also gave the compounds of 

Deadly Seven Herbs Poison to the police. That meant that the police could quickly begin their 

investigations. When they investigate the food from their dining hall, he and Zhong Pingliang would 

easily catch the police’s suspicions. 

Gao Xiaofu panicked. He quickly picked up his phone and dialed Zhong Pingliang’s number. He had to 

discuss a solution with Zhong Pingliang. They couldn’t just wait for the police to knock on their door, 

could they? 

Zhong Pingliang just finished his kidney transplant and he enjoyed the beautiful sunshine outside the 

window in bed. He felt like life was wonderful. With a new kidney, he felt like he restored confidence as 

a man. 

Zhong Pingliang’s phone rang and discovered it was from Gao Xiaofu. 
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Poisoning Event Exposed 

Zhong Pingliang picked up the call, “Xiaofu, good news, my kidney transplant was successful and I will 

restore my confidence as a man soon!” 

“Uh… Liang bro, bad news, our poison was detected by a company called Miracle Doctor Guan medical 

company. They reported it to the police already. Do you think the police will come for us?” Gao Xiaofu 

wasn’t in the mood to congratulate Zhong Pingliang since fear filled his heart! 

“What? They detected it this soon? No way!” Zhong Pingliang was also shocked. He never imagined the 

opponent to make a move this quickly. 

Wasn’t this Deadly Seven Herbs Poison a thousand-year poison. Wasn’t the cure unknown?! It seemed 

like Yaowang under Master Bing wasn’t so reliable! 

“Exactly, Liang bro, what are we going to do! I don’t want to go to jail. I’m still young…” Gao Xiaofu was 

even more horrified when he heard the nervousness in Zhong Pingliang’s voice. 

“Don’t worry, Xiaofu, I’ll ask my Dad right now. Master Bing already found someone as our scapegoat. 

Even if something happens, I will take all the responsibility without connecting it to you!” Zhong 

Pingliang comforted Gao Xiaofu. 

“Good, that’s good!” Gao Xiaofu finally relaxed a little. “So there’s nothing I need to do? If the police 

come and ask me, should I say I don’t know anything about it?” 



“Mhm, do not say anything. If they ask, tell them to come and ask me and pretend that you had nothing 

to do with it!” Zhong Pingliang replied. 

“Okay, I understand!” Gao Xiaofu replied thankfully. As expected of Liang bro. He didn’t push away his 

responsibilities. 

Zhong Pingliang ended the call and immediately called his father over. Zhong Fabai was outside the 

room and he just turned on the television to see that the news about the poisoning event which 

happened in the First School. As he watched, Zhong Pingliang summoned him inside. 

“Dad, we’re exposed! Hurry up and call Master Bing. Don’t make me take responsibility for it!” It was 

impossible for Zhong Pingliang to stay calm since he was afraid of going to prison. He just received a 

healthy kidney and he was supposed to enjoy life. He couldn’t rot away in jail, “Xiaofu just called telling 

me how all Miracle Doctor Guan medical company found the reason for the coma, and they notified the 

police…” 

“I was just watching the news too!” Zhong Fabai nodded seriously. “I will call Master Bing right now. 

Although he arranged everything, we have to double check!” 

“Okay, Dad, please make sure it’s alright. I don’t want to go to jail!” Zhong Pingliang reminded. 

“I won’t. How can I possibly let you go to jail?” Zhong Fabai waved his hands and dialed Li Cihua. 

“Old Zhong?” Li Cihua picked up Zhong Fabai’s call and knew roughly why he called. Hence, he spoke 

before Zhong Fabai asked, “I will arrange someone to give in to the police right now. If the police 

investigate Pingliang, tell Pingliang to use this saying. As for other things, Master Bing will help you settle 

it!” 

Li Cihua told Zhong Fabai what Zhong Pingliang needed to say and Zhong Fabai finally calmed down… 

With the compounds of the Deadly Seven Herbs Poison provided by Miracle Doctor Guan’s medical 

company, the police quickly found doses of these Chinese herbs in the food. The poisoner was clever. 

They only put one herb in one dish. These herbs on its own were safe. Even a few of them mixed 

together could even repair and strengthen the kidney. However, the seven herbs mixed together were 

extremely poisonous, and that was why only a minority of students were poisoned! 

After all, extremely few students ordered all seven dishes and ate them. For those students who only 

consumed two or three dishes, they would not be poisoned. 

After finding the source of poison, the police quickly arranged a team to investigate the school’s dining 

hall. Without a doubt, the police quickly pinpointed the suspects to Zhong Pingliang and Gao Xiaofu, 

who went to the dining hall before everyone else. 

According to the chef, only Zhong Pingliang and Gao Xiaofu touched the food in the kitchen alone, and 

other than that, no one else came in contact with it. 

After confirming the chef did not have a motive, the police focused on Zhong Pingliang and Gao Xiaofu! 

Zhong Pingliang didn’t expect the police to act so fast. They knocked on his door not long after Gao 

Xiaofu called him. 



“Hello, I am Liu Wangli, Songshan’s First Team team leader. This is my ID” Liu Wangli came quickly and 

Zhong Pingliang’s father, Zhong Fabai greeted him. 

“Hello, Officer Liu, you are finally here, that’s great!” Zhong Fabai quickly shook Liu Wangli’s hands 

passionately which surprised Liu Wangli. He was there to arrest his son. Why was he so passionate about 

it?” 

“Mr. Zhong, why, did you look forward to my arrival?” Liu Wangli questioned in bewilderment. 

“Yes, My son, Pingliang, became absent-minded and self-abased after he was harmed by a kidney 

trafficking company. One of his kidneys were taken away. I wanted to call the police, but he wouldn’t 

agree no matter what because he was afraid that the criminals would take revenge!” Zhong Fabai sighed 

pitifully, “I feel so sorry for my son. Since you are here, please persuade him. Tell him to corporate with 

you to arrest the criminals!” 

“Huh?” Liu Wangli was speechless. He never imagined that Zhong Pingliang was also a victim of the 

kidney trafficking company. It seemed like this wasn’t as simple as what he thought. Was there an 

ulterior motive? 

He decided to talk with Zhong Pingliang, “Is that so? Where is Zhong Pingliang right now?” 

“He’s inside the room. He said that students laughed and scorned him at school for only having one 

kidney. They said that he was no longer a man, but a eunuch!” Zhong Fabai sighed as he spoke, “They 

scoffed and said that he sold his kidney to purchase ID, but officer Liu, does he need to sell his kidney 

with our family’s financial condition? Although I’m not that rich, I’m at least the CEO of an 

entertainment center, aren’t I? Can I not afford an ID?” 

“…” Liu Wangli never thought of this before. On the contrary, he felt sorry for Zhong Pingliang after 

listening to Zhong Fabai’s words. However, how did Zhong Pingliang go poison the food and then 

hospitalized? He found it strange and asked, “Did Zhong Pingliang go to school today? According to our 

investigation, Zhong Pingliang should be at school right now. Why is he hospitalized again?” 
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Deception 

“Well, I haven’t finished. He suffered in school because other kids were sneering at him, and I thought 

that if Pingliang continued to suffer, he might turn insane and do actions that he might regret. He is the 

only son I have!” Zhong Fabai continued, “So I contacted a black agency and bought another kidney for 

Pingliang. He just finished his kidney transplant and he’s resting inside!” 

“You bought another kidney for him? And he just finished the transplant?” Liu Wangli was even more 

shocked. So Zhong Pingliang had surgery immediately after he poisoned students? What efficiency! 

“I also know that it’s illegal to purchase organs through agencies, but you should be able to understand 

my feelings as a parent!” Zhong Fabai sighed, “If you are going to penalize someone, penalize me. I can’t 

let Pingliang return his kidney. He can’t afford to lose it! He just restored his confidence as a man and 

started to cheer up again. Please don’t ruin his life!” 



Liu Wangli found it strange. What did it sound so weird? Did Zhong Pingliang poison the food or not? 

“About the agency… I will pretend that I don’t know about it. However, there are other things I would 

like to ask Zhong Pingliang. May I talk to him alone?” Liu Wangli asked. Since Zhong Pingliang already 

had the kidney transplant, there was no point to look into the agency further since he was already a 

victim. 

“Yes, of course, you can! Please persuade him and restore his confidence so he can go back to school 

again!” Zhong Fabai agreed. 

Liu Wangli nodded. He walked into the room and saw Zhong Pingliang laying on the hospital bed. 

Zhong Pingliang naturally saw Liu Wangli who was dressed in uniform. He hesitated slightly and greeted 

him gloomily, “Hello, officer. If you are here to ask me to help to collect evidence for the kidney 

trafficking company. I don’t want to go. I don’t want to lose face them again, and I’ve had enough. I 

don’t want them to seek revenge on me! But, if you are asking about the school’s coma event, I confess 

that I did it, but that was not my real intention… Really, I didn’t think the consequences would be this 

severe…” 

Liu Wangli froze at Zhong Pingliang’s straightforward confession. He didn’t think that Zhong Pingliang 

would confess the moment he stepped into the room! It seemed like he accumulated too much stress 

and confessed everything. 

The psychological tactics he prepared didn’t come into use. Instead, Liu Wangli believed that there were 

more to the story. Because of his sympathy for Zhong Pingliang as a victim, he didn’t want a high school 

boy to become a criminal. 

Perhaps, there was more behind it? According to him, if it wasn’t his real intention, then what was it? 

“Zhong Pingliang, I don’t know what your real intention is, but since you confessed that you were the 

one who poisoned the students, do you know what kind of consequence you will take? It’s murder. Do 

you know how heavy the charges will be?” Liu Wangli scolded seriously. 

“I didn’t know it was poison… I really didn’t, and I didn’t want it to end like this… Sorry, I’m sorry…” 

Zhong Pingliang grabbed his hair in pain and vexed. 

“You didn’t know it was poison? Then tell me what exactly happened.” Liu Wangli frowned and asked. 

“But if I tell you, you will arrest my relative. I didn’t know what he gave me was poison…” Zhong 

Pingliang seemed to be in distress, but in fact, he revealed more important “clues”. 

A light flashed across Liu Wangli’s eyes. As expected, there were more behind the story. If that was the 

case, it meant that Zhong Pingliang wasn’t the mastermind behind it. From what he said, he was also a 

victim? Hence, Liu Wangli spoke, “Zhong Pingliang, you must tell me the truth right now, or, you are 

taking responsibility for other people’s crime, do you understand? However, this really has nothing 

much to do with you, we can decrease your penalty. There might not even be a penalty considering that 

it is your first time and a patient!” 

“Ah…” Zhong Pingliang sighed and hesitated for quite a while before speaking, “If you don’t penalize me, 

will you penalize my relative? Will he be sentenced to death?” 



“If this has nothing too much to do with you, your penalty may be decreased or you might have no 

penalties at all. However, if your relative is the mastermind, then he will take the charges. Whether he 

will be sentenced to death or not depends on his motive and attitude towards admitting his fault. Of 

course, it will also depend on the court’s final judgment!” Liu Wangli replied. 

“Fine. You’ll find out from investigation even if I don’t tell you,” Zhong Pingliang nodded and recalled, “It 

all started from the time my kidney was taken away! My classmates all laughed at me after I lost my 

kidney and they looked at me strangely. Some of them even secretly said that I wasn’t a ‘whole’ man 

anymore but a eunuch! Some of them even mocked me that I sold my kidney for an ID. It made me lose 

all my dignity! I loathe them, and they are such bad people. They don’t understand how painful it was. 

They don’t understand how ashamed I felt. I hate them…” 

“And then?” Liu Wangli nodded and began to feel sorry for Zhong Pingliang. He already lost a kidney and 

others mocked him for it. 

“I paid for everyone to hang out by the ocean, but they treat me like that? They mocked me and I hate 

them, so I wanted revenge!” Zhong Pingliang’s eyes burned with fury. 

“Continue. How did you plan to take revenge?” Liu Wangli pondered. Was it the motive behind his 

action? 

“I didn’t know how to avenge for myself and at this time, but one of my relatives came to visit me. I told 

him my thoughts and he said that he would help me out. He said that he would take care of everything! 

He helped me construct a plan to tease them. He told me to put laxative in their food, so they will have 

to go to the toilet during class, and all the toilets in school will be full of people. If they poop their pants, 

they will lose all their dignity! They would know how painful it is to be mocked by others! I could laugh 

at them all I want…” 

“Laxative?” Liu Wangli frowned. If Zhong Pingliang only put laxatives in their food, what he did couldn’t 

be considered an offense. If there were no severe effects, it was only mischief, a prank! 

“Yes. But I didn’t know where to buy laxatives from, and I didn’t dare to buy them randomly. I was afraid 

that my classmates won’t be hurt if the dosage was too strong!” Zhong Pingliang nodded. 
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Turn In To The Police 

“I just wanted to teach them a lesson and I didn’t want them to end up in the hospital. Well, the relative 

who came up with the idea was in the medical business, so I asked him to get some laxatives for me…” 

“Is the laxative he bought for you the poison you put into the food?” Liu Wangli nodded and continued 

to question. 

“Yes. But he didn’t tell me it was poison. He said it was a type of laxative…” Zhong Pingliang continued, 

“He said that the laxative was made from seven types of herbs with small side effects. However, the 

impact would be too heavy if I made all the students in the school suffer from diarrhea. So, he told me 



they will only suffer from diarrhea if they ingest specific types of herbs. Ingesting different herbs will 

cause different kinds of diarrhea, so it won’t be as suspicious…” 

Liu Wangli nodded. If it was as what Zhong Pingliang said, then he was most likely used by his relative! 

After all, the idea and the laxatives used to execute the plan were all provided by his relative. 

Zhong Pingliang was nothing but a victim who had been tricked! 

From the poison Zhong Pingliang’s relative gave him, it was impossible for his relative to mistake poison 

for laxatives. It was clearly done with careful consideration! Zhong Pingliang was an idiot too for 

following what he was told to do without thinking? 

“What’s your relative name?” Liu Wangli asked. 

“His name is Jin Maoxing, my uncle, Jin Gubang’s distant relative,” Zhong Pingliang replied. 

Liu Wangli nodded and when he was about to continue, his phone rang. Liu Wangli picked up and 

quickly picked up seeing that it was from the station, “It’s Liu Wangli, speak!” 

“Team leader Liu, there’s a person called Jin Maoxing who came to turn himself in, saying that he’s the 

mastermind behind the poisoning of the First School…” The call was from one of Liu Wangli’s 

subordinates. 

“Oh? Understood. I will return immediately!” Liu Wangli thought that it was too coincidental. As soon as 

he just made Zhong Pingliang confess the suspect’s name, the suspect went to turn himself in. However, 

Liu Wangli no longer doubted Zhong Pingliang’s words. 

After he hung up, he turned back to Zhong Pingliang, “Zhong Pingliang, although you are also a victim, 

you are still responsible. Do not leave Songshan until the case is closed.” 

“Okay…” Zhong Pingliang nodded, “I will be hospitalized for a while and I won’t go out…” 

“You don’t have to be afraid now. The police force has terminated the kidney trafficking company, so 

you don’t have to feel pressured anymore!” Liu Wangli continued, “We hope that you can be our 

witness and accuse the kidney trafficking company!” 

“What? They’ve been caught?” Zhong Pingliang was shocked. He just completed his kidney transplant at 

noon and they were caught within such a short time? What efficiency! 

“Yes, the kidney trafficking company has been completely eliminated. Of course, if you are worried that 

they will take revenge against you, we can arrange a team to protect you when you are hospitalised!” 

Zhong Pingliang wasn’t actually afraid of revenge from the criminal organization. It was only a lie for the 

sake of confusing Liu Wangli. However, when he heard that the trafficking company was eliminated, 

Zhong Pingliang was touched. Did they catch An Jianwen? 

In Zhong Pingliang’s heart, he still loathed An Jianwen. After all, An Jianwen was the person who took his 

kidney. As for Lin Yi, Zhong Pingliang no longer hated him. Lin Yi’s organ was transplanted to his body. 

Why would he still hate him? He should pity Lin Yi more than anything! 



A grandmaster who lost a kidney, what a joke! He heard from Heibao bro that Lin Yi was a golden 

division master. If he had the kidney of a golden division master, would he possess the ability of the 

golden division too? He didn’t need all of it, half was more than enough! Zhong Pingliang fantasized 

about his potential powers, planning to test his ability after he was fully recovered… 

Hence, when Zhong Pingliang heard that the kidney trafficking company was completely eliminated, he 

felt great and then surprised. He couldn’t do anything to An Jianwen, but the police could! Now that he 

had a new kidney, he no longer needed An Jianwen for anything. It didn’t matter if the company was 

eliminated… 

“Oh… If I become a witness, can I make up for my mistake of poisoning the students?” Zhong Pingliang 

pretended to hesitate. 

“Of course you can. We have to put everything into consideration when deciding your final penalty,” Liu 

Wangli said. 

“Okay, I’ll do it!” Zhong Pingliang nodded, “But you need to protect me. I don’t want the remnants of 

the kidney trafficking company to take revenge against me…” 

“Rest assured, we will definitely put our witness’ safety into consideration!” Liu Wangli nodded. 

Zhong Pingliang felt great. He didn’t only avoid trouble for poisoning the students, the police even 

promised to protect him. He was too awesome! If Lin Yi knew about it, wouldn’t he be furious? 

Hahahaha! 

After Liu Wangli left, Zhong Fabai quickly walked into Zhong Pingliang’s room, “Pingliang, how was it? Is 

there any problems?” 

“No, my acting was great!” Zhong Pingliang was pleased with himself, “That Liu Wangli seemed to pity 

me and said that since I was tricked into doing the poisoning and that I could make up for it, there 

shouldn’t be any problems!” 

“That’s good!” Zhong Fabai nodded, “Everything has been arranged for your uncle, Jin Gubang’s relative. 

Master Bing gave his family three million yuan as the settling fee. His wife died early and he has two 

sons. He was worried that he didn’t have any money to take care of his sons’ weddings. Now that he has 

all the money, he’s too happy about it. He said it’s worth dying for!” 

“Oh right, Dad, I heard from Liu Wangli that the kidney trafficking company was eliminated?” Zhong 

Pingliang lowered his voice, “I just had the transplant at noon, how did the police do it so quickly? Was it 

An Jianwen’s headquarter they eliminated?” 

“What? This quickly? An Jianwen is unlucky!” Zhong Fabai was pleased as he spoke. An Jianwen took his 

son’s kidney, how could he forgive An Jianwen so simply by giving a kidney back? It was his punishment 

that his headquarter was destroyed, “But luck is on our family’s side since the police caught them after 

your transplant. You are fortunate!” 

“Of course! I think the fortune turned for our family! I didn’t only win against Lin Yi once, you also 

successfully earned the support of Master Bing! It’s hard for House Zhong not to flourish!” Zhong 

Pingliang rejoiced. 
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Motive 

“Haha, indeed!” said Zhong Fabai. It was indeed just like what Zhong Pingliang said. House Zhong would 

flourish! 

The father and son laughed joyfully in the room. After a while, Zhong Pingliang felt like something was 

wrong and quickly warned, “Dad, stop laughing. Liu Wangli said that he would arrange for police to 

come and protect me. Don’t let them detect our plan!” 

Zhong Fabai stopped laughing abruptly and almost couldn’t catch his breath for quite a while, “Why 

didn’t you tell me earlier?” 

… … 

Jin Maoxing rehearsed many times, and he quickly confessed everything after arriving at the police 

station. As to why he turned himself in, it was because he could no longer cope with the pressure after 

watching the television! 

His motive was simple; the decision was made on a spur of moment! After hearing Zhong Pingliang’s 

complaint, he thought of the plan on the spot. As to why he wanted revenge, it dated back to something 

which happened a year ago. 

A year ago, Jin Maoxing’s family struggled with poverty. It was impossible to raise two children by 

himself by selling Chinese medicine alone. Although it was enough for daily necessities, he had to 

prepare something for his sons’ future wives, right? Who would marry your sons without a house or car? 

Jin Maoxing began to think of ways to support his family, so he found his distant relative, Jin Gubang. He 

asked Jin Gubang to find him something to do. He contracted with First High School’s dining hall and it 

solved his desperate problem temporarily! 

It was a money-earning job. He would have no problem earning tens of thousands every year. Jin 

Maoxing thought that it shouldn’t be difficult for Jin Gubang, who was the second biggest shareholder of 

Pengzhan Industries. In fact, Jin Gubang didn’t think it would be difficult either. Although they were 

distant relatives, they were relatives of the same surname and he could help Jin Maoxing. 

However, when Jin Gubang made the request during the meeting with the board of directors, Chu 

Pengzhan rejected it! The reason was simple, The First School’s dining hall must be self-operated. This 

way, they could guarantee the freshness of ingredients, and it could bring the school a considerable 

amount of income? 

Jin Gubang lost face and loathed Chu Pengzhan. However, he had been scheming to replace Chu 

Pengzhan’s place, but he hid it well. 

Jin Maoxing failed to contract the dining hall and hated Chu Pengzhan to the bones. He didn’t plan to 

avoid paying fees, and self-operation wouldn’t earn much more than contracted operation. Why 

wouldn’t Chu Pengzhan sign a contract with him? 



However, because Jin Gubang was still a shareholder of the company, Jin Maoxing didn’t do anything 

even if he was unsatisfied. 

In a blink of an eye, one year had passed. Zhong Pingliang’s complaint made Jin Maoxing recall the event 

from a year ago. Now that Jin Gubang was no longer the shareholder of the company, Jin Maoxing could 

do whatever he wanted and it wouldn’t affect Jin Gubang anymore! 

Jin Maoxing thought it was funny. He lost his contract because the school wanted self-operation. Aren’t 

you guys self-operated? Then I’ll make something go wrong and show them the consequences of self-

operation! 

Of course, Jin Maoxing considered the consequences when he did it. He knew that he gained the poison 

from an old Chinese medicine when he was traveling around the country to collect medicines. It was an 

ancient recipe which was lost for years. The compounds were also complex since all seven herbs had to 

be ingested in order to be poisoned. This kind of unique medicine should not be detected by the 

hospital nor the police, and it will end without a result! 

However, he didn’t imagine that Miracle Doctor Guan’s medical company detected the poison and gave 

the compounds to the police. Jin Maoxing couldn’t stay still and turned himself into the police under 

pressure! 

What Jin Maoxing said was reasonable and his motive was sufficient. The remaining seven types of 

herbs were found in his property, allowing the police to close the case quickly. As for Zhong Pingliang, 

Jin Maoxing made it clear that he simply used him and it had nothing much to do with Zhong Pingliang. 

He did it by himself and he would take responsibility by himself too since he asked not to penalize Zhong 

Pingliang. 

Liu Wangli felt sympathetic towards Zhong Pingliang. After a meeting, considering that Zhong Pingliang 

was a victim of the kidney trafficking company and the police was attempting to minimize the impacts 

which the company brought to the public, it was best not to publicize what Zhong Pingliang did! Zhong 

Pingliang was tricked and cheated by Jin Maoxing, making him a victim too. As such, Zhong Pingliang was 

saved from a penalty, but he couldn’t avoid criticism and education. 

However, they didn’t know whether all the remnants of the company were arrested. As the victim, the 

police provided necessary security for Zhong Pingliang with police guarding his room twenty-four seven. 

After all, they needed Zhong Pingliang to be the witness for the case. 

After, Liu Wangi gave Ting Binggong a call and discussed Zhong Pingliang separately. 

“Headmaster Ding, Zhong Pingliang is quite a poor child. Having one of his kidneys taken away was 

unfortunate enough, yet all the students laughed at him. It’s quite unbeneficial for his psychological 

growth!” Liu Wangliu continued, “I suggest the school organize an activity of showing love. They should 

visit Zhong Pingliang at the hospital together…” 

Liu Wangli had taken all the responsibility he could for Zhong Pingliang. He suggested this to the school 

for the sake of his psychological growth. 

Ding Binggong naturally agreed. After all, the students’ psychological growth was just as important as 

their education! 



Hence, the coma event at First High School temporarily ended. Their reputation was restored and they 

just had to wait for the police to host a news conference to announce the truth. 

… 

As for Tang Yin, she already called Lin Yi and asked him to save her rival. There was nothing Liu Xinwen 

and Kang Xiaobo could do. If Tang Yun was willing to do so, what else could they say? 

They were free in the afternoon, so Kang Zhaoming decided to take Xiaofen for a check-up at the 

hospital. Xiaofen’s schizophrenia was obviously better after a period of treatment. After she saw Kang 

Zhaoming last time, it made her lose confidence in Kang Zhaoming completely, removing him from her 

heart. 

It was what Kang Xiaobo loved to see; otherwise, he always felt like he was Kang Zhaoming’s 

replacement. 

Xiaofen’s schizophrenia hasn’t relapsed for a while, and her parents were extremely happy, but also 

appreciated Kang Xiaobo. If it wasn’t for him, their daughter wouldn’t have regained hope for her future 

life! For the past few years, Xiaofen’s parents worried the most about her illness and they had almost 

spent all their savings to treat her! 

Chapter 686: Cold Bro 

 

Cold Bro 

The doctor at the hospital clearly stated that Fen’s schizophrenia was caused by something that weighed 

heavily on her mind. Once she let go of it, she could be healed completely. The hospital could only 

control the time of her relapses, and the treatment won’t have many effects. 

Kang Xiaobo’s appearance gave a ray of light to Fen’s parents. However, they were also worried. 

Although Kang Xiaobo liked their daughter would Kang Xiaobo’s parents accept their daughter? Of 

course, before the accident happened to her daughter, it wasn’t so difficult. Although they weren’t rich, 

their daughter was beautiful. Kang Xiaobo’s family wasn’t one of those wealthy noble houses, so they 

were rather an ideal couple! 

But now, their daughter was a broken flower. She had problems with her legs and feet. Although she 

was better mentally, she was left had a medical history of mental disease. Although this kind of mental 

disease caused by emotional wounds and not heredity, Kang Xiaobo’s family may not think so. What if 

they refuse her? 

Fen’s family was worried, yet there was nothing they could do as they hoped that Kang Xiaobo could 

deal with his family. 

However, Fen’s parents never thought that Kang Xiaobo would take Fen to attend Miracle Doctor Kang’s 

birthday party. She did not only see Kang Zhaoming face to face but also saw Kang Xiaobo’s parents! 

This made Fen’s parents nervous and worried. They were afraid that Kang Xiaobo’s parents would come 

to their place, and they were scared that Kang Xiaobo’s parents would separate these children. Although 



they waited for a few days, Kang Xiaobo’s parents didn’t come, and Kang Xiaobo came to visit Fen just 

like before. This made Fen’s parents sigh in relief. 

After asking their daughter, they realized that it wasn’t exactly what they thought it was! Kang Xiaobo’s 

parents were initially opposed for the children to be together, but because Lin Yi had been persuading 

between them, Kang Xiaobo’s parents had agreed! 

There was no other reason than Lin Yi gave Kang Xiaobo a chance to shine, allowing him to gain 

confidence and sources in front of his parents. After all, Kang Xiaobo could say that he is a grown up and 

he was able to take care of things himself. As for a relationship, he could handle it appropriately. 

When Fen’s parents saw Kang Xiaobo, Tang Yun, and Liu Xinwen at the door together, they questioned, 

“Don’t you lot have school today? Why are you here so early?” 

“We are on vacation so I thought we will take Fen to the hospital for a check-up,” Kang Xiaobo smiled as 

he greeted Fen’s parents. 

“Mhm, I wanted to visit Uncle Tang anyways. I wanted to go a long time ago, but it’s inconvenient for 

me to move around, and my parents won’t let me go alone,” Fen was glad after hearing Kang Xiaobo’s 

suggestion. 

Fen and Tang Yun had been close friends ever since childhood. She always went to Tang Yun’s place for 

food, and she was close with their parents. Now that Tang Jucheng was hospitalized, she naturally had 

to visit. 

“Exactly, we also want to go and visit Old Tang, but we don’t know when Qibing Real Estate will come 

and demolish the house. We are too scared to leave. What if they demolish the house with a bulldozer 

as soon as we leave?” Fen’s parents sighed, “These people don’t have any morals, I can’t help it…” 

“What? No way? How dare they?” Kang Xiaobo was shocked. 

“That isn’t even the worst part! Tang Yun’s place had people inside, and they still bulldozed the house, 

not to mention those empty houses!” Fen’s father fumed, “Old Niu’s house at the front was demolished 

when he left. They have no one to complain to and they don’t even know where they can live?” 

“They really did that?” Kang Xiaobo clenched his fist, furious. However, he knew that he lacked power, 

and he couldn’t change anything, “It’ll be great if the boss is willing to intervene!” 

He remembered that Lin Yi was bold enough to demolish Zhao Qibing’s Qibing skyscrapers and beat him 

until he was disabled. It was unbelievable! The most incomprehensible thing was why didn’t Zhao Qibing 

take revenge? 

Zhao Qibing only prayed the weak! In fact, Kang Xiaobo didn’t know that Zhao Qibing tried to take 

revenge. He tried to take revenge against Chu Pengzhan, but Lin Yi solved it again! 

“Forget it. We are just citizens. Those people are worse than the criminal underworld. How dare we act 

against them?” Fen’s father shook his head, “How does Lin Yi have time to take care of it? Don’t give 

him more trouble!” 



It wasn’t that Fen’s parents didn’t want Lin Yi to talk to Zhao Qibing and compensate his family more. 

But why would Lin Yi help them with something like this? Lin Yi wouldn’t care about the compensation. 

He didn’t need money, but to let out his anger. 

Kang Xiaobo didn’t dare to agree immediately. He could only wait until he saw Lin Yi again to talk about 

it. Although he wouldn’t ask Lin Yi to take care of all of it, he wanted to help Fen’s family as much as he 

could. After all, Fen was his girlfriend. 

Kang Xiaobo took Fen, Tang Yun, and Liu Xinwen out of the slums and caught a taxi as the four of them 

rushed to the hospital. 

Kang Zhaoming was shivering in the ice hockey rink without caring about the others looking at him like 

an idiot. Eventually, he felt like he was at his limit. He was cold yet hot with a runny nose and teary eyes. 

He finally spoke to Zhu Xiaozhang who was on his side when he was on the verge of fainting, “Xiaozhang, 

feel my forehead. Do I have a fever yet?” 

Zhu Xiaozhang quickly touched Kang Zhaoming’s forehead and jumped, “Master Ming, your forehead is 

so hot that it’s enough to boil water!” 

“Really? That’s great, let’s go!” Kang Zhaoming clenched his teeth tightly as he laughed miserably. 

“Yes, we finally succeeded!” Wang Shubin was also extremely happy. He was still shivering even if he 

was wearing a cotton jacket. He really didn’t want to stay here anymore. 

“Haha, I finally caught a cold!” Kang Zhaoming was suffering happily. He stood up and swayed towards 

the exit. 

Everyone in the ice rink was shocked. Was that person an idiot? Finally caught a cold? Did he come here 

to catch a cold? Does he have a mental illness? 

The girl who took a photo with his phone previously recorded this scene down. She prepared to upload 

it directly onto the Internet because he was the “cold bro”! 

After Kang Zhaoming, Zhu Xiaozhang, and Wang Shubin left the ice rink, they drove the Porsche Cayenne 

back to the hospital since he was in a rush to receive retreatment from Guan Xin! 

It was hot outside yet Kang Zhaoming couldn’t help but shiver. But he was afraid that he couldn’t catch 

his breath. He ordered Wang Shubin, the driver, to turn the air conditioner to the max. In the end, Wang 

Shubin and Zhu Xiaozhang suffered with him. Even if it was hot, how could he turn the air conditioner to 

the max? Wouldn’t they freeze to death? 

Chapter 687: Failed Again 

 

Failed Again 

Even Wang Shubing and Zhu Xiaozhang started sneezing after their long journey to the Songshan’s First 

Hospital. Their conditions weren’t as severe as Zhaoming, who couldn’t stand on his own feet, and they 

assisted him into the hospital, rushing towards the floor where Guan Xin was working. They found her in 

the duty room. 



“Achoo!” Zhaoming sneezed when he entered the room. The sneeze gave Guan Xin a good fright who 

was adjusting the dosage of the medicine. She turned her head to see two guys assisting Zhaoming in, 

she paused, “Why are you here again?” 

“Guan Xin, I’m sick….” Zhaoming was ecstatic as he finally had a reason to get close with Guan Xin now. 

“I’ve caught a cold, can you give me an injection?” 

“Have you taken a number? Visited the outpatient service counter? The medical order?” Guan Xin 

frowned. She couldn’t understand how Zhaoming got so sick. He only left for a moment, and he seemed 

to be in a serious condition too. 

Whether he was faking it or not, Guan Xin couldn’t help him with the injection without the doctor’s 

permission. How could she just inject anything? 

“Huh? Do I still have to visit the outpatient service? Look at me. I’m gonna die if you don’t give me 

injection now….” Zhaoming startled, and he suddenly remembered the procedure of visiting the 

hospital! The fever was to be blamed making him blurred and clouding his mind! However, both Zhu 

Xiaozhang and Wang Shubin didn’t remind him, either! They didn’t even have a high fever. Why were 

they this stupid then? 

He glared daggers at Xiaozhang and Shubin furiously but couldn’t scold them in front of Guan Xin. 

However, Zhaoming was actually wrong about Xiaozhang and Shubing. In the city, young masters like 

them never needed to take numbers! Especially when Zhaoming was connected with Miracle Doctor 

Kang. The people in the hospital were all familiar faces, and they could just visit their acquaintances and 

get the treatment done. In fact, they never knew that they have to take numbers to visit the doctors 

too. 

“Erm… Miss Guan Xin, Master Ming’s condition is rather severe right now. We didn’t make it to the 

counter. Why don’t you give him the treatment first and then we’ll get the number later?” Wang 

Shubing quickly added. 

“Then you have to visit the outpatient. Without a medical order, I can’t give you any medicine.” Guan 

Xin continued, “Since his illness is kind of serious, I think you guys should bring him to the outpatient 

service first?” 

“Ugh…. actually it’s like this, I don’t know anyone in this hospital. I’m afraid that they will harm me….” A 

bright idea suddenly occurred in his mind: “Look at how grand this hospital is. They must have robbed 

many citizens’ money. I wouldn’t dare to take any treatments without knowing anyone here. What if 

they accidentally kill me with all those medications? I only know you in this hospital. Please help me 

out….” 

Zhaoming was very pleased with his wits. This reason was legit! Even the newspaper mentioned things 

like that. What he said wasn’t bullshit, they were all facts with evidence! 

Just when Zhaoming was self-absorbed by his own intelligence, Guan Xin’s face turned gloomy. “Our 

hospital’s system is pretty clean. There’s a clear standard for the prices of the commodities. We won’t 

do you wrong. Besides, all of the doctors are licensed. Things like killing you are impossible!” 



“It’s hard to say. Even if they state the prices, there’s still transaction that isn’t exposed!” Zhaoming’s 

head was still a mess. He didn’t seem to notice that Guan Xin was annoyed, and he still continued 

trashing the hospital. “Nowadays, all of the hospitals’ bosses are all black-hearted, ruthless, and lacking 

in conscience. I really can’t…..” 

“My dad’s heart is not black.” Guan Xin eyed Zhaoming, turned around, and left him alone. 

“Eh?” Zhaoming pondered for a while and got back his senses! Guan Xin’s father is Guan Xiaoxiang, who 

is none other than Guan Xuemin’s child. Guan Xuemin’s youngest son is also the father of Guan Xin who 

was also the shareholder of this hospital. 

It’s over. Everything was over now. Wasn’t he indirectly scolding her father? Was he looking for Guan 

Xin to hate him? Previously, he even accused that her grandfather was a liar, and now he was saying 

that her father is a black-hearted person… F*ck. Was this really the end? Was there really no turning 

back? 

Zhaoming almost fainted from the exchange, let alone the awkwardness. This cold was really making a 

scene. The cold made his mind unclear, and the words that came out were all stupid and disordered! 

“Guan Xin, don’t be angry, I didn’t actually mean that. I didn’t say that your dad was part of them. I just 

said that I was just tired of being scammed by these people again!” Zhaoming quickly explained. “I have 

a fever now. My mind is not clear and my speech is all a mess. You won’t be bothered by a patient like 

this right?” 

“If you are sick, please go and visit a doctor. I’m busy!” how could Guan Xin not get what Zhaoming 

meant just now? If Zhaoming wasn’t trying to hit on her, why would he use all these tactics to get close 

with her? However, Guan Xin didn’t like him and would never give him a chance. 

Zhaoming was too embarrassed to continue bothering Guan Xin and eyed Shubing and Xiaozhang to 

bring him to the counter. After all, taking the medical order is what it took to meet Guan Xin again. 

Kang Xiaobo and gang arrived the room not long after Zhaoming left. 

Xiaobo didn’t know anyone in the hospital. Having an acquaintance was much more convenient. He 

knew Guan Xin, through Lin Yi’s connection, and that she was the granddaughter of Guan Xuemin. Their 

relationship wasn’t that bad, either. 

Guan Xin was glad to befriend with Xiaobo too. Why? Guan Xin herself wasn’t clear, either. Was it 

because of Lin Yi? 

However, Tang Yin was beside them. This put her in an awkward position. 

“Guan Xin, I’m bringing Fen to consultation. Are you busy or are you free to bring us there?” Xiaobo 

asked with a smile after entering the duty room. 

“Of course, just please wait for a moment.” Guan Xin was making a wound medicine for a patient, so she 

had to make sure that it was done before doing other things. 

“Sorry to bother you..” Xiaobo nodded gratefully. The doctors didn’t usually stay in one place. They 

moved around the patient rooms, so if Xiaobo brought Fen to consultation, the doctors might not have 

been in the room sitting and waiting for them. 



“It’s fine. It’s not a bother?” Guan Xin shook her head, “Please come in and sit. I might need some time 

to finish.” 

“Alright.” Xiaobo brought Fen to the sofa. On the other side, uneasiness was filling Tang Yin up. Her sixth 

sense told her that Lin Yi’s and Guan Xin’s relationship wasn’t that simple. There must be something in 

between them. 

However, she didn’t know what to do. When she looked at Guan Xin, she was all soft and delicate. She 

gave nothing away. She didn’t look like she was trying snatch Lin Yi away from her. This made Tang Yin’s 

fighting spirit to die down. Besides, her father was currently staying in the hospital, and Guan Xin’d given 

plenty of help. So, it would be better for Tang Yin to not have any intentions against her. 

Chapter 688: Ruining a Great Opportunity 

 

Ruining a Great Opportunity 

She didn’t do anything overboard…I can just ignore her, right? 

As far as Tang Yin was concerned, her only love rivals now were the Misses. Meanwhile, Guan Xin wasn’t 

a threat yet. 

Guan Xin handled the medicine finished what was in her hand, “I’m done with my work. I can bring Fen 

to consultation now.” she returned and said to the group. 

“Sure, shall we go now?” Xiaobo stood up. 

“It’s okay, I can bring Fen there myself. You don’t have to tag along.” Guan Xin didn’t want Xiaobo to 

follow since Fen’s mental issue was all because of a guy. If he tagged along, the consultation might not 

be that suitable. Who knew if the doctors would ask something sensitive. Things would become 

extremely awkward, so she refused to bring Xiaobo with her. 

“Erm… that should do too, sorry for all the trouble!” Xiaobo was no idiot. After seeing Guan Xin’s 

reaction, he somehow got the signal and didn’t insist anymore. 

Fen was grateful for Guan Xin’s kindness. In fact, she didn’t want Xiaobo to follow her because for 

doctors to have a better understanding, they had to understand the whole situation. The whole 

situation had some awkward problems and they were rather troublesome. For instance, the doctors 

even asked questions like how many times had Fen did it with Kang Zhaoming on the bed. this was one 

of the questions she didn’t want Xiaobo to hear. 

Tang Yin also felt the kindness radiating from Guan Xin. What a decent girl. It was impossible for a guy 

not to be attracted by a girl this decent, but what could she do? She couldn’t just stop Lin Yi from 

meeting Guan Xin, could she? Tang Yin was rather troubled herself! How could her heart get shaken so 

easily? Why was her life filled with so many adversities! 

Initially, she thought that with a face like hers, finding a man that loved her whole-heartedly was no big 

deal. This wish of hers was granted, but there were so many girls surrounding him. None of them were 

inferior to her, and some were even slightly better than her overall. This made Tang Yin lost. She was 

inexperienced and didn’t know how to handle all this. 



When Guanxin left, Tang Yin finally softly let out a breath of relief. Why was she so unlucky. Look how 

strong was her opponent, how could she be at ease? 

Xinwen saw that Tang Yin was demotivated. She tapped on her shoulder and asked. “What’s wrong. Are 

you complicating things again?” 

“When?” There was no way Tang Yin would admit to it. How could she show her weakness in front of 

her best friend? 

“Stop pretending. You started acting weirdly the moment you saw Guan Xin.” Xinwen knew Tang Yin 

very well. “I say, Tang Yin, what’s your progress with Lin Yi now? Be honest with me, okay?” 

“What progress can we have? We are still high school students, ‘kay? At most, we’re just holding 

hands?” Tang Yin was a shy girl. Her lack of development made her push all the blame to still being a 

student. 

“High school? Some people already did it in middle school, y’know? Tang Yin, are you alright? Have you 

used the internet before? Your performance in Fatty Lai’s house was so good. I still thought that you 

were an expert already, and it turns out to be a big fat lie!” Xinwen was disappointed. 

“Didn’t they lie as well? I bet they don’t even have the courage to do a 3P with Lin Yi!” Tang Yin was 

wronged. If it weren’t for Mengyao and Yushu, could she even say something so shameless? 

“I’ve no idea about Chu Mengyao, but the Chen Yushu is daring! Just look at her face. She seems to be 

interested in it!” Xinwen was able to tell. She was good at looking through people. “I’m just telling you, 

Tang Yin, you have to be on guard. If you don’t, Lin Yi might get stolen from you!” 

“If he wishes to, how can I stop him? Tang Yin shook her head. She was uncertain of her future. 

“You, I really have nothing to say with this attitude of yours. You’ll regret it one day when Lin Yi sleeps 

with others, and you wouldn’t even know about it!” Xinwen was speechless. She knew Tang Yin could do 

better than this, but she refused to. 

“If he wants to sleep with someone, what can I do?” Tang Yin asked Xinwen like she was asking herself. 

She shook her head after asking the question and refused to think about it because it was too messed 

up! 

While the two of them were talking, Xiaobo didn’t dare to interrupt. He sat at the corner and pretended 

not to hear a thing. 

This was Tang the school beauty they were talking right now. Xiaobo had never imagined that the school 

beauty would get so down because of a man. His boss was just too cool to be true! 

Zhu Xiaozhang rushed towards the outpatient service after getting the number for Kang Zhaoming. 

Wang Shubing and Zhaoming were waiting there. 

There were a lot of people queueing for the numbers, but Zhu Xiaozhang was a tyrant. He cut the line 

and beat people up who commented on it. His actions quieted down the people waiting in the line! 

After all, Xiaozhang was tall and huge. Who’d have the balls to cross him anyway? If he wanted to cut 

the queue, then he could… 



Instead of feeling ashamed of his actions, Xiaozhang was actually proud of it. It showed how 

overwhelming he was, and it was a befitting scene for his title, Arrogant Bro. 

Zhaoming visited the doctor. His illness was very straightforward; he just caught a common cold. The 

doctor had given him medicine, but Zhaoming insisted on staying in the hospital. 

In actuality, patients weren’t allowed to stay in the hospital with just a cold, but since his cold was pretty 

severe and Zhaoming had insisted, the doctor allowed him to stay for three days. The doctor could tell 

that Zhaoming was filthy rich from the way he was dressed, so the doctor didn’t try to save money for 

him, either. 

Zhaoming was holding the medical order, looking forward to the injection from Guan Xin. This was a 

tiring job for him since he was sick. He could just enter any duty room and get an injection from any 

nurses, but the purpose of getting sick was to get close to Guan Xin. Naturally, the person he was 

looking now would be none other than Guan Xin herself. 

“Master Ming, you have to tough it out. We’re reaching her floor soon. Hold on for a bit longer…” 

Shubing quickly encouraged Zhaoming when he saw Zhaoming’s shaky legs. He couldn’t even walk in a 

straight line. 

“Yeah, I will!” Zhaoming clenched his teeth and finally reached the floor. He saw Guan Xin walking out 

with a lady from the room. However, the person beside Guan Xin gave him a fright. He subconsciously 

stopped his movements! 

“Master Ming, isn’t that the Fen bitch? Why is she with Guan Xin?” Xiaozhang was curious why Guan Xin 

was walking along with Fen beside her. 

“Yeah, how did she get to know Guan Xin?” Shubing wondered. 

“F***, I remember now. Kang Xiaobo and Guan Xuemin knew each other. Of course, Fen would know 

Guan Xuemin’s granddaughter! It’s not even weird if we link things up.” Zhaoming’s head finally started 

spinning, but his guess was wrong again. Feng knowing Guan Xin had nothing to do with Guan Xuemin. 

“You’ve got a point!” Xiaozhang nodded. “We have a problem here. Should we go there or nah?” 

“This bitch is ruining my opportunity. Why didn’t I f*cking kill her last time?” Zhaoming said, his voice 

full of hatred. “Obviously we can’t go there right now! If Guan Xin learns about my story with Fen, how 

am I supposed to hit on her!” 

Chapter 689: Time Bomb 

 

Time Bomb 

“Master Ming, I don’t think it’s a matter of going or not, but it’s already troublesome!” Wang Shubin 

shook his head with a heavy expression, “Guan Xin knows Fen. It isn’t easy!” 

“What about it? Even if she knows Guan Xin, she won’t be together with Guan Xin all day long. Why 

can’t we just avoid her?” Kang Zhaoming questioned. 



“It’s not as simple as avoiding her. Master Ming, think about it. If Fen talks nonsense and exposed what 

you did before, how will Guan Xin keep a good impression on you? How will you have a chance?” As 

expected of a schemer, Wang Shubin considered things thoroughly. 

Kang Zhaoming immediately frowned at Wang Shubin’s words. He was right; Fen was like a time bomb 

by Guan Xin’s side! He wouldn’t know when it would blow up and make cuts and bruises all over his 

body! 

“In this case, Fen is indeed big trouble!” Kang Zhaoming loathed Fen. How could she cause so much 

trouble? He had been unlucky ever since he met her again. Things didn’t go too smoothly with House 

Kang. He was pursuing Guan Xin to revive the family. and he wouldn’t let Fen ruin it! Kang Zhaoming’s 

eyes flashed dangerously as he pondered, “Shall we use this chance to get rid of her?” 

Although Kang Zhaoming looked like a dandy master who loved to play, he was extremely bad at heart. 

He killed and burnt numerous times without blinking! He dared to secretly plot to murder Fen back 

during middle school, and he was even worse now. 

“I think that works. Last time, she didn’t die because she was lucky. She’s running around outside when 

she’s supposed to stay home and be a mentally ill patient. I think she’s looking for her own death!” Zhu 

Xiaozhang was also a fierce guy, and he immediately agreed to Kang Zhaoming’s suggestion. 

“I think we shouldn’t!” Wang Shubin hesitated, “It’s not a good idea to kill her.” 

“Wang Shubin, why are you being such a coward? When we first planned to kill her in a car crash, 

weren’t you the one who found the car?” Zhu Xiaozhang cast a glance at Wang Shubin strangely, “Aren’t 

you living backward?” 

“Xiaozhang, listen to what Wang Shubin’s going to say!” Kang Zhaoming cared about Wang Shubin’s 

suggestion very much. After all, Wang Shubin was quite smart, and he must have his reason for saying 

this! 

“Master Ming, Kang Xiaobo’s friend called Lin Yi, and he is fucking insane. He’s a complete violent 

maniac!” Wang Shubin seemed intimidated as he spoke, “Zhao Qibing hurt Tang Yin. We all know about 

it, right? During Zhao Qibing’s project completion ceremony, Lin Yi demolished Qibing skyscrapers and 

broke Zhao Qibing’s leg! Oh, I don’t think we should provoke someone like him!” 

“But Fen isn’t Tang Yin. Will Lin Yi intervene?” Zhu Xiaozhang was now intimidated but still defended. 

“But Fen is Kang Xiaobo’s girlfriend now. If we kill her and we are exposed, Kang Xiaobo will ask Lin Yi to 

take revenge. We should think about it just in case. If Lin Yi comes, we are all dead!” Wang Shubin shook 

his head. 

“That’s reasonable!” Although Kang Zhaoming was brutal, he was also afraid of death. Hearing that Lin 

Yi might come and take revenge made him immediately give up killing Fen! They shouldn’t provoke a 

violent maniac like Lin Yi! 

They wondered how Lin Yi was still alive. Zhao Qibing seemed like he held great powers, so why didn’t 

he look for Lin Yi’s trouble? 



“So, Master Ming, we should discuss how to solve this once and for all, in detail!” Wang Shubin 

suggested. 

“What about my injection?” Kang Zhaoming suddenly realized that there was one severe problem. He 

just saw Fen and almost forgot that he was sick. 

“We can only ask another nurse now. It’s impossible to ask Guan Xin…” Wang Shubin replied helplessly. 

“What? I caught a cold for nothing?” Kang Zhaoming almost fainted. He bore such pain and almost lost 

his life to catch a cold, but now he couldn’t take the injection from Guan Xin! 

“Master Ming, think of it this way. If we find Guan Xin for it and Fen comes, wouldn’t we be exposed on 

the spot?” Wang Shubin persuaded, “This way, it’s still something good!” 

“That does sound right if you put it that way,” Kang Zhaoming thought about it carefully and he should 

be happy about it! If Guan Xin didn’t refuse and gave him an injection, wouldn’t he be exposed 

immediately? 

Kang Zhaoming became excited again at this thought. It looked like even the heavens were supporting 

him to pursue Fen! 

Under Wang Shubin and Zhu Xiaozhang’s accompany, Kang Zhaoming went to a general treatment room 

and gave the prescription to a seemingly young and beautiful nurse. Kang Zhaoming thought that even if 

Guan Xin wasn’t here to give him the injection, it was always good to find a pretty girl! 

Big eyes, small face, and even her skin was shining. Kang Zhaoming swallowed hard; it was a uniform 

temptation! It was a waste for such a beautiful girl to work as a nurse here! Kang Zhaoming’s brain spun 

quickly. He had numerous girls but there were barely any of the best quality. Fen was close, but if she 

wasn’t so infatuated, tried too hard to control him, and wanted to marry him, Kang Zhaoming wouldn’t 

ditch her so soon! 

However, the nurse in front of him was definitely of the best quality in Kang Zhaoming’s perspective. 

She was even much better than Fen! Her height was just right. The main point was that she had a great 

body. Her white coat couldn’t hide her exquisite body! 

He would have tried to get her, but he remembered that his main mission was to get Guan Xin. Kang 

Zhaoming was discouraged and had no choice but to give up on this beautiful nurse! However, Guan Xin 

was also a high-quality girl so it wasn’t too regretful! 

After Kang Zhaoming gave the doctor’s advice to the nurse, she frowned and turned around. She looked 

at a fearless-looking middle-aged woman and said, “Nurse Wang, we have a patient!” 

“Oh, okay!” The woman called Nurse Wang took the doctor’s advice and glanced at Kang Zhaoming, 

“Cold? Do an allergy test first then take an intramuscular injection. If nothing went wrong, you can take 

the IV injection!” 

“Huh? Are you giving me the injection?” Kang Zhaoming watched as the woman was ready to inject him 

and panicked. He wanted a beautiful nurse. Why did it turn into a middle-aged, fierce looking woman? 



“What, you want to pick the nurse?” The fierce looking woman glared at him impatiently. She was the 

vice nurse matron here, and she was extremely experienced in injections. Numerous children looked 

especially for her for injections. Why was this young man so unwilling? 
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“I… I want her to give me the injection…” Kang Zhaoming pointed at the beautiful nurse who came 

previously. 

“Oh, then you can tell her to do that!” The fierce looking woman dropped the needle in his hands and 

left the treatment room. She was bothered by Kang Zhaoming’s strong desire in women. Did he come to 

the hospital to receive treatment, or did he come for the beauties? 

What on earth! You dare to let her do it? Fine! 

Kang Zhaoming was extremely delighted when the fierce-looking nurse agreed. He turned to the 

beautiful nurse, “Can you do it?” 

“I… Today is my first day as a training nurse. I can’t…” The nurse quickly waved his hands, but when she 

saw Kang Zhaoming’s hopeful eyes, she changed her mind, “I can try if you want? If the needle doesn’t 

go in the first time, I can try a few times more…” 

“Huh?” Kang Zhaoming wished that the nurse would give him the injection, but his heart turned cold 

after hearing her words.  First day on training? Try? What kind of joke is this? I’m not here to be her 

experiment object, what if he dies from this? 

“What’s wrong?” The nurse glanced at Kang Zhaoming strangely. 

“No… Nothing, I’ll ask Nurse Wang!” Although Kang Zhaoming valued looks, he wouldn’t risk his life for 

the sake of it. 

“But Nurse Wang went to the ward and she won’t be back for a while…” The nurse found it difficult to 

manage, “How about I try? My technique is good, I practiced on a corpse before!” 

“No… No thanks…” Kang Zhaoming was shocked. What the hell, practiced on a corpse? Perhaps after the 

needle, I’ll become a corpse too? 

The nurse was full of life and had big eyes and chest. However, she was reckless. She wasn’t aware of 

the consequences. How was this something she could try? 

Kang Zhaoming didn’t want to lose his life as quickly stood up and forced a smile, “Ha, no need. May I 

ask if there are any other treatment rooms around this?” 

“Oh, yes. If you go out the door, turn left and catch the lift, the basement second floor is one,” the nurse 

pondered, “But it’s quite far. You look like you are about to faint. I think I should do it, what do you 

think?” 



“No, it’s fine. I’m very awake and I won’t faint!” Kang Zhaoming waved his hands and left with Wang 

Shubin and Zhu Xiaozhang to the other treatment room. They cursed as they ran towards the lift. What 

kind of shitty hospital is this? How could training nurses have no morals? How dare they use the patient’s 

life as an experiment? 

“Master Ming, can you hold on for a while longer? Should we rest for a bit first?” Wang Shubin quickly 

suggested as he saw that Kang Zhaoming was light-headed and heavy-footed. 

“I’m fine, hurry up and get the injection! If I knew I would’ve asked Nurse Wang to do it! I’m so 

unlucky!” Kang Zhaoming thought that unfortunate things would always happen to him after he ran into 

Fen. It looked like it was indeed true. 

As the three of them walked into the lift, the aunt who was in charge of the lift glanced at them and 

asked, “Which floor are you going? This is for the basement!” 

“We are going down to the second floor!” Wang Shubin replied and thought. What kind of floor plan 

does this hospital have? The treatment rooms weren’t built together but scattered all around. There 

was one even in the basement. 

The aunt looked at them strangely but pressed the the button to the second floor in the basement. 

After the lift reached level one, everyone in the lift left except for Kang Zhaoming and the other two. 

Kang Zhaoming wondered, why is no one going to the basement? 

When the lift arrived at the second floor in the basement, Wang Shubin and Zhu Xiaozhang helped Kang 

Zhaoming out of the lift after the door open. A gush of cold air hit them right in the face and they 

shivered. 

Rotten smell and the scent of medicine flowed into their nose. The lights in the corridor were dimly lit. 

“Shit, what kind of place is this? Why is no one here?” Kang Zhaoming couldn’t help but curse. 

Wang Shubin found it strange too. However, he jumped back subconsciously in horror as he lifted his 

head up. He was still supporting Kang Zhaoming and as he jumped, Kang Zhaoming stumbled. Kang 

Zhaoming scolded, “What are you doing? Do you want to kill me?” 

“Master Ming, here… Here…” Zhu Xiaozhang also realized something was strange when he looked up. 

Only Kang Zhaoming was too heavy headed to lift his head up. 

“What? Spill it!” Kang Zhaoming was impatient, “Hurry up and see where I can get injection…” 

“Master Ming, you can’t receive an injection here!” Zhu Xiaozhang said. 

“I can’t?” Kang Zhaoming froze, “What do you mean?” 

“This is where the dead gets their injection…” Zhu Xiaozhang pointed at a place not far from them and 

panicked, “Master Ming, this is the morgue!” 

“What?” Kang Zhaoming jumped in horror as he heard Zhu Xiaozhang’s words. He was correct; ‘morgue’ 

was labeled clearly and seemed especially eerie under the dim lights in the corridor. 



“Ka…” 

As the three of them started to panic, the door to the morgue cracked. 

“Run!” Kang Zhaoming forgot he was a patient, not knowing where he got the strength from, he turned 

around and dashed towards the lift like crazy. He pressed the lift’s button furiously but the lift was more 

than ten levels above them. They had to wait for a while before the lift would come down. 

Wang Shubin and Zhu Xiaozhang were also extremely nervous. Although they constantly reminded 

themselves that there would be no ghosts in the middle of the day, the atmosphere was eerie and made 

their hearts skip faster for no reason. 

The door to the morgue opened slowly and a mortuary trolley gradually slid out of it. 

Kang Zhaoming heard the noise and immediately fainted after he turned to see. His body was also 

exhausted and after he was frightened. He could no longer stay conscious. 

Although Wang Shubin and Zhu Xiaozhang were afraid, they sighed in relief as they saw what was 

behind the trolley. A short, old man pushed the trolley towards the lift. Because the lights were too dim 

and the old man was short, they mistook him for the trolley sliding out on its own. 

The old man also saw Wang Shubin and Zhu Xiaozhang. When he saw Kang Zhoaming, who was lying 

unconscious on the floor and immediately asked, “Another dead one? Why did you send him over 

yourselves? Where’s the doctor?” 

“No… He’s not dead, not yet. We just came to the wrong place…” Wang Shubin was scared that the man 

will send Kang Zhaoming into cold storage place and quickly explained. 
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“Wrong place? How is that even possible?” The old man shook his head and paid no attention to them 

as he continued to wait for the lift. 

Kang Zhaoming was free from horror because he fainted. However, Zhu Xiaozhang and Wang Shubin 

suffered since standing next to a skeleton was absolutely horrifying… 

The nurse waited until Kang Zhaoming and the other two left before taking out three big wallets from 

her white coat. She opened them and her eyes immediately curved into crescents, “I didn’t think that 

these perverts were so rich! Humph, this is what you get for being so perverted. I’ll give you a tour of 

the morgue!” 

The nurse quickly took out the money from all the wallets into her own pocket and threw the wallets 

down the window. 

Not long after, Nurse Wang returned with an infant in her arms. Seeing that Kang Zhaoming and the 

others weren’t there, she asked, “Where are those three?” 



Nurse Wang wanted to teach them a small lesson seeing that they weren’t reliable people. Someone 

with a cold wouldn’t die right away, so she intentionally went out to take care of other things first 

before coming back to give them injections. However, she realised that they were gone after she 

returned. 

“Perhaps they are in a rush so they went something else for it?” The nurse pretended she didn’t know 

and skipped over, taking the infant into her own arms, “Woah, a cute little princess!” 

“Indeed. These parents are too cruel to leave her behind in the hospital. Her parents used fake names, 

and the police can’t do anything about it!” Nurse Wang sighed, “Luckily, your orphanage takes them in. 

Otherwise, we don’t even know what to do with these orphans!” 

“They all value boys and little girls!” The infant in the beautiful nurse’s arms seemed to understand that 

her parents didn’t want her and began to cry. The nurse quickly comforted, “Don’t cry, don’t cry, Xiaoke 

sis will take you to a new home with many sisters and brothers. Honey… Xiaoke sis will buy you milk 

soon!” 

The nurse had a gentle voice as if she was born with it to comfort babies. After the infant heard her 

words, she stopped crying. The nurse rocked the infant in her arms and the infant fell asleep. 

“Xiaoke, maternity department’s Chief Nurse Sun is on break today, there’s no need to go her. Will you 

take her back? The formalities have been done for you,” Nurse Wang passed a folder to the beautiful 

nurse. 

“Thank you! I’ll leave first?” The nurse took the infant’s file and grinned as she thanked Nurse Wang. 

“What are you thanking me for? Our hospital has to thank you. Otherwise, we don’t even know what to 

do with these babies!” Nurse Wang waved her hands. 

“Mhm, then I’ll leave first,” The nurse took off the white coat and returned it to Nurse Wang, “Here. It’s 

quite cold with the air conditioner on here. I’m used to houses without an air conditioner.” 

Nurse Wang shook her head as she took the white coat and watched the nurse leave. 

… 

Lin Yi left the hospital and caught a taxi, returning to the mansion first. There was nothing to do at the 

hospital, and he was afraid that his Miss didn’t want to see him. After all, the previous situation was too 

awkward! 

Lin Yi regretted it. Why didn’t he find a male student to extract the poison? However, he wasn’t sure 

that he could create the antidote to the poison, and he couldn’t take the risk himself either. If he could 

choose again, he would still choose to save his Miss first! 

As for whether the others could be saved or not, it had nothing much to do with Lin Yi! 

Deadly Seven Herbs Poison was a poison which was lost. Although Lin Yi didn’t say anything at the 

hospital, he must report this news to the Old Man! Was there someone who knew about the poison? 

Which party sent him here? 



This was obviously not random but planned in advance. Was it aimed at Chu Pengzhan or Chu Mengyao? 

Lin Yi couldn’t be sure until he asked Song Lingshan. 

He could call Song Lingshan in the car, but he had to call the Old Man in secret after he arrived at home. 

“Miss Braindead, have you found anything about the poisoning event?” Lin Yi dialed Song Lingshan’s 

numbers. 

Song Lingshan clenched her teeth furiously. Why did he call her Miss Braindead again? She thought he 

stopped calling her that! This nickname doesn’t even sound nice! Although Song Lingshan tried hard to 

treat it as a nickname or pet name, she just couldn’t! 

“Lin Yi, good Lin Yi, we are already so close. Can you stop calling me Miss Braindead?” Song Lingshan 

protested, but she needed a countermeasure. It was obviously useless to protest directly, but Song 

Lingshan knew that Lin Yi’s weakness was his soft heart. Perhaps if she asked nicely, he would stop! 

“Fine. Then what do I call you? Little tigress?” Lin Yi asked back. 

“Uh… You can call me little Song girl or cute girl, Little tigress sounds too bad…” Song Lingshan 

discovered that Lin Yi liked the combination of ‘girl’ with something else. She didn’t dare to change it too 

much and suggested two “nicknames” she could accept. 

“Oh, then little dumbass it is,” Lin Yi ignored Song Lingshan’s suggestions. 

“Fine…” Song Lingshan clenched his teeth. Little dumbass, at least it sounded better than Miss 

Braindead, right? Although their meanings were similar, it didn’t sound as insulting! She had to take 

things step by step! Rome wasn’t built in a day, and Song Lingshan thought that through her hard work, 

her nickname could become ‘cute girl’ or something similar. 

Song Lingshan was disgusted by her own thoughts. Why was she so satisfied easily? She even looked 

forward to Lin Yi calling her cute girl? How would she have the dignity to live if the nickname was spread 

to others? 

However, although she was a little angry, she didn’t despise him at all. 

“Little dumbass, did you find out anything about the poisoning event?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Yes. The suspect turned himself in. According to his saying, he was the one who prompted Zhong 

Pingliang to poison the food. He separated the poison into seven dishes, which caused a minority of 

students who ingested all seven dishes to be poisoned, and other students were fine.” Song Lingshan 

made it as detailed as possible. Usually, this kind of details of the case couldn’t be revealed, but Song 

Lingshan knew that Lin Yi held a good relation with Guan Xuemin, and Miracle Doctor Guan medical 

company discovered the poison. Hence, even if she hid it from Lin Yi, he would find anyway. 
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What Song Lingshan didn’t know was that Lin Yi was the real discoverer of the poison. Miracle Doctor 

Guan medical company was merely the representative. 

“Zhong Pingliang?” Lin Yi found it to be unexpected. Why did this have anything to do with Zhong 

Pingliang? This guy lost a kidney and he came out to poison others? 

“Yes, but Zhong Pingliang is also a victim. In the end, we decided not to penalize him. Of course, I 

personally don’t agree, but I can’t make the final decision,” Song Lingshan replied indifferently as she 

obviously didn’t have a favorable impression towards Zhong Fabai and his son, “But I heard that 

someone from above saved Zhong Pingliang. I think he has been hanging out with Zhao Qibing 

recently?” 

“I understand,” Lin Yi finally knew who was the mastermind behind it. It wasn’t a surprise. It should be 

Zhao Qibing. Other than having Uncle Zhu behind him, there’s another expert behind him. 

“Anything else? I helped you, won’t you treat Miss Brain… I mean, little dumbass for a meal?” Song 

Lingshan was used to address herself Miss Braindead in front of Lin Yi and she almost did it again! Why 

was she so cheap? Why did she want to be Miss braindead? 

“You got it the wrong way, didn’t you?” Lin Yi realized that Song Lingshan and Miss were two kinds of 

people. He had seen both of their bodies, and it was awkward, but Song Lingshan became much more 

familiar with him, and his Miss was much colder. 

“I can treat you too,” Song Lingshan said, “Will you come to my place next Saturday?” 

“I don’t have time,” Lin Yi replied indifferently and immediately rejected. 

Lin Yi thought that little dumbass was pretty and attractive. It would be nice if something happened 

between them? However, the consequences couldn’t be ignored! He was already annoyed now. Would 

he have time to do anything else if she bothered him with everything?  

“Oh, next time then,” Song Lingshan seemed to lose some enthusiasm since Lin Yi didn’t seem to be 

interested in her. She had failed to lure him. Lin Yi guessed it correct; Song Lingshan treated Lin Yi as 

someone who took advantage of her. He had already seen her, so she should ask him for more help. 

Song Lingshan wanted Lin Yi to help her with all the unsolved cases which have accumulated. These 

were things such as stealing group, those criminals on motorbikes, etc… 

Although these groups had been there for quite a while, it’s difficult to arrest all of them at the same 

time. However, Song Lingshan still dreamt of doing so! Now that she was under the spotlight, it wasn’t a 

daydream for her to become the bureau chief. How long has she been on the post? Look at how many 

big cases she had solved! 

Song Lingshan had a clear conscience. She thought that since Lin Yi had seen her body, she was more or 

less his now. Why would she feel burdened to ask him to help her solve cases? 

Lin Yi hung up the call, and his head hurt. Something bad came out from saving Song Lingshan. Now she 

learned how to pester him endlessly. She was much smarter than before. 

As soon as Lin Yi returned to the mansion, he called Old Man. 



There wasn’t anyone in the mansion, and Lin Yi didn’t have to avoid anymore anyone, “Old Man, there’s 

someone using Deadly Seven Herbs Poison here.” 

“Oh?” Old Lin froze and didn’t ask until quite a while later, “Are you sure?” 

“Yes, I tried it.” Lin Yi replied. 

“Perhaps those people are out again?” Old Lin asked uncertainty. 

“What people?” Lin Yi questioned. 

“People of the hidden house,” Old Lin replied. 

“Hidden house? I’ve heard of the four big and five small noble houses, but I’ve never heard of the 

hidden house. What do they do?” 

“Haha, the four big and five small noble houses are profane houses formed later and they are nothing 

compared to the hidden house!” Old Lin said, “But I don’t know much about the hidden house either. 

Your master knows more about them than me because he’s was involved before! According to the 

promise made more than a decade ago, a lot of martial arts houses had to live in seclusion, or their 

appearance would break numerous orders which exist now…” 

“Oh? My master?” Lin Yi was surprised. He didn’t think that his master was related to the hidden house! 

“Amongst those hidden houses, there’s a family focused on medicine: House Yu in Yunnan. Although 

they are skilled in medical practices, they are especially skilled in using their medical expertise in 

harming others. They also have done thorough research on the art of Gu(1)! Old Lin continued, “But 

according to the promise, House Yu didn’t allow their students to wander in the profane world. They can 

only serve for those noble and hidden houses!” 

“Do you mean that this House Yu knows the compounds to the Deadly Seven Herbs Poison?” Lin Yi 

frowned and asked. 

“Perhaps, but I’m unsure,” Old Lin said, “Keep an eye on this but don’t do anything. With your current 

ability, you can’t touch that level yet! They can’t disobey the promise openly without fear. Otherwise, 

your master will take care of it.” 

“I understand,” Since Old Lin explained, Lin Yi didn’t keep asking. Although he was capable enough of 

walking in the profane world, he could not move those enormous hidden houses! 

“Anything else? Also, I already give Er Goudan the medicine you wanted. But this kid is busy with 

plowing the field in spring. You will have to wait for some time,” Old Lin said. 

“No rush…” Lin Yi continued, “Oh, right, do you know about Wannianchun box?” 

Lin Yi suddenly recalled the Wannianchun box he bought at the auction without knowing its use. He had 

been busy with other things after the auction and completely threw it to the back of his mind until now. 

“Wannianchun box? I’ve heard of it. It was introduced in one of the antiquarian books at home,” Old Lin 

pondered before asking, “Why do you ask?” 

“I think I have on in my possession…” Lin Yi said. 



“What?!” Old Lin was shocked, “You do? How did you get it? How did you get something that only 

appeared in the antiquarian book?” 

“I bought it at the auction by chance…” Lin Yi didn’t think that Old Lin would respond so strongly. Was 

this Wannianchun box unusual? Hence he asked, “Old Man, is this is good?” 

“How can it not be good if it’s mentioned in an antiquarian book?” Old Lin asked back. 

Lin Yi’s was curiosity and he quickly asked, “Oh, so what’s the use of this Wannianchun box?” 

“I don’t know its use,” Old Lin’s said. 

“Huh?!” Lin Yi froze. He didn’t think Old Lin’s would answer like that! He couldn’t help but doubt, “You 

don’t know?” 

“I don’t,” Old Lin replied straightforwardly. 
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“…” Lin Yi was speechless, “Then why are you so surprised? I thought it was something good!” 

“Of course I’m surprised. How can I not be when you got something from the antiquarian book?” Old Lin 

rolled his eyes and retorted, “And how can it be bad if it’s recorded in the book? Even if it’s good, the 

detailed use of it is not written down. It only said it’s something close to a preserving container, allowing 

the things put inside to stay the same for thousands of years. However, that can’t be the only use of it. 

They are just not recorded down.” 

“Well…” Lin Yi also rolled his eyes, “You basically said nothing. I’ll research it myself!” 

Lin Yi hung up the call and didn’t know what to say. The Old Man’s words had no value and Lin Yi was 

distressed! It was like obtaining a high-level treasure without knowing how to use it. It was nothing but 

empty happiness. 

Luckily reality wasn’t an online game, and he didn’t have to worry about having no space in his backpack 

to store some “ragged objects”! 

Lin Yi put Wannianchun box and two pieces of ___ in the drawer. Since they were useless right now, Lin 

Yi could only see them as “ragged objects”. 

After giving Old Man a call, Lin Yi gave Tang Yin a call as well. 

“Hello?” Tang Yin was in the nurse’s office waiting for Xiaofen to come back. Her phone suddenly rang 

and Tang Yin was delighted at the caller’s ID, “Lin Yi, where are you? Is Mengyao fine now?” 

Without knowing why, the first thing Tang Yin asked was Chu Mengyao. Did she genuinely care about 

Chu Mengyao, or was she concerned whether Lin Yi was together with Chu Mengyao or not? Tang Yin 

couldn’t even tell herself. 



“Ha, she’s fine…” Lin Yi felt weird towards Mengyao, and he didn’t know what to say to Tang Yin. 

Although it was to save her, it was still awkward, “I’m at home, and she’s still in the hospital.” 

“Oh…” Tang Yin sighed in relief. She was worried that Chu Mengyao would use usual competition 

methods, such as asking Lin Yi to stay by her side when she’s ill. She could said that she needs protection 

during this period, and there was no way Tang Yin could be angry. 

“Where are you?” Lin Yi asked. 

“I’m at the hospital right now for Xiaofen’s checkup. Guan Xin’s with her,” Tang Yin replied. 

“I’ll go and find you guys?” Lin Yi didn’t know if Tang Yin mentioned Guan Xin intentionally or not. He 

didn’t know how to answer. 

“Okay,” Tang Yin nodded, “My Mom was just thinking about you. She wants to discuss about purchasing 

a new house. We can’t keep living in the hospital, can we? My Dad’s leg is almost recovered, and the 

doctor said he can go home and rest.” 

“Alright, I’ll head over now,” Lin Yi was available and walked out of mansion as soon as he hung up the 

call. However, he remembered that he left his car on the food street behind the school when he reached 

the front gate. He left with An Jianwen’s car at noon and he caught a taxi back. 

It was to extra to drive the car back from school. Now that Tang Yin knew about his relationship with 

Miss, he decided to drive Yushu’s yellow Beetle. 

As soon as Lin Yi parked the car in the First Hospital’s parking lot and got out if it, a middle-aged beggar 

with a walking stick welcomed him. 

“Young man, please do some good and give me some money!” The beggar began to speak continuously, 

“My leg was hurt whilst working at a construction site. That black-hearted chief labor man didn’t give 

me a single cent, and I can only save money for treatment through begging! Please, I don’t think a 

hundred or two is too much to ask…” 

A hundred or two wasn’t too much? Lin Yi laughed angrily. Don’t you have a large appetite? Asking in 

hundreds? You aren’t afraid to lose your tongue! 

If he only asked for ten or eight yuan, Lin Yi may give him some change. However, the beggar was asking 

for too much and naturally, Lin Yi was annoyed. He glanced at the beggar and only said one word, 

“Leave.” 

The beggar didn’t only stay but shameless leaned against Lin Yi’s car and refused to leave, “If you don’t 

give me money, I’m going to stay seated here and I won’t let you go today! I’m disabled and I’m not 

afraid of anything!” 

“Heh…” Lin Yi was amused at the beggar’s tough attitude. He took out a box of silver needles from his 

pockets, opened it and look at him indifferently, “Your leg is broken? I’ll heal it for you.” 

As Lin Yi spoke, he took out a needle and stretched out for the beggar. The beggar was shocked as he 

didn’t expect Lin Yi to carry silver needles with him. He immediately became intimidated and quickly left 

with his walking stick after glaring at Lin Yi. 



Lin Yi laughed coldly as he put the needle box away. Naturally, he had to be tougher when dealing with 

these kinds of people. 

When Lin Yi was about to enter the hospital, a girl blocked his way. Lin Yi frowned lightly. The girl was 

pretty; she had a small face, big eyes, curved eyes, and resembled one of those girls on romance novel’s 

cover. Except her expression weren’t kind. She looked as if she was going to eat Lin Yi. Her eyebrows 

scrunched together angrily as if Lin Yi owed her money. 

“Oi, why are you like that? Don’t you have any empathy? He’s disabled, alright? You didn’t only shoo 

him without giving him money, you scared him away with a weapon?” Yu Xiaoke was angry. What she 

hated most was wealthy and inhumane people like Lin Yi! He drove such a high-quality car but had no 

sympathy! It would be fine if he was unwilling to give money, but he threatened the beggar with 

weapons? 

“Weapons?” Lin Yi thought for a second and recalled that he held silver needles in his hands. It looked 

like this little girl who acted courageously misunderstood him. But Lin Yi couldn’t be bothered to explain 

himself. He left and shook his head. 

“Oi, I’m talking to you!” Yu Xiaoke fumed and grabbed Lin Yi’s clothes, unwilling to let him go. The 

person in front of her didn’t repent but ignored her words as if he disapproved her! If she didn’t teach 

him a lesson today, she would have failed for today! If she didn’t put her hand on such a fat sheep, then 

heaven would blame her for it! 

“Say what? The beggar?” Lin Yi frowned, “If you pity him, you can go and give him some money.” 

Lin Yi slapped off Yu Xiaoke’s hand off his clothes and sneered unnoticeably. 
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“Of course I will. I’m going to give him money now!” Yu Xiaoke turned around and ran to the beggar 

without looking at Lin Yi again. She took out a wallet with her back against Lin Yi, took out a one 

hundred yuan note, and passed it to the beggar. 

The beggar’s eyes shone and quickly thanked her, but Yu Xiaoke walked away swiftly. 

“I earned money! I don’t know how to spend it all! I’ll have a Nokia in my left hand, a Motorola in my 

right hand…” Yu Xiaoke happily hummed as she counted the cash in the wallet! He drove a Beetle, but 

he only had three thousand cash in his wallet. he wasn’t even as wealthy as those perverts she met in 

the afternoon! Nevertheless, Yu Xiaoke was still happy as she earned three thousand yuan in a blink of 

an eye, especially she also taught a wealthy master a lesson! 

“Bang!” Yu Xiaoke suddenly bumped into a person and she jumped! It was her fault for being too 

consumed in counting money while walking and didn’t watch the road. Yu Xiaoke apologized 

subconsciously, “I’m sorry, I wasn’t watching…” 

“If you don’t know how to spend it, I will spend it for you,” The person who blocked Yu Xiaoke’s way was 

Lin Yi. 



Yu Xiaoke froze, then lifted her head up. She didn’t expect the person to be the wealthy master from 

before and jumped, “You… Why are you here?” 

“Aren’t you rich?” Lin Yi took out a lady styled wallet and casually counted the notes inside before 

speaking indifferently, “More than ten thousand yuan? Didn’t you earn a lot today?” 

Yu Xiaoke subconsciously reached out to feel her pocket when she saw the wallet in Lin Yi’s hands. 

However, her expressions changed drastically when she felt that it wasn’t there, “My… My wallet? Why 

do you have it?” 

“Oh, I thought you wanted to exchange your big wallet for my small one,” Lin Yi replied indifferently, 

“No wonder you gave the scammer a hundred yuan, it’s because you have too much money to burn!” 

“You… Nonsense! When did I give a scammer money?” Yu Xiaoke glared at Lin Yi. 

“The beggar was a scammer,” Lin Yi ridiculed, “His leg wasn’t broken. His leg is even in a better condition 

than yours.” 

Lin Yi was an expert in medical skills and he could distinguish whether the beggar really had a broken leg 

or not! When Lin Yi wanted to treat the beggar’s leg, he didn’t stay but ran away. This was more than 

enough to tell him that there was something wrong. 

“What proof do you have?” Yu Xiaoke frowned slightly after listening to Lin Yi’s words. She wasn’t 

stupid; she used to commit to crimes around this area too and she had seen this beggar quite a few 

times. However, she never thought about it clearly until now. That beggar has been begging there for 

more than half a year, and the money he got was more than enough to treat his leg. Why did he keep 

begging? 

However, Yu Xiaoke didn’t want to admit her mistake. especially in front of Lin Yi! The bastard who stole 

her wallet! 

“I’m can’t be bothered to argue with you,” Lin Yi grabbed his wallet from Yu Xiaoke, “How dare you 

come out and steal with this level of skill? Go home and practice a few more years before losing your 

dignity out here.” 

She was a girl and Lin Yi didn’t want to waste more of his time. As for her wallet, he decided to 

confiscate it to teach her a lesson. 

“You… Don’t go!” Yu Xiaoke panicked. Lin Yi didn’t only take all of her earnings today, he also insulted 

her skill! She could not let that happen since Yu Xiaoke always saw herself as the best burglar. Lin Yi did 

not only stole her wallet but also told her to practice a few more years at home. It was an insult! 

Naturally, Lin Yi ignored her. How could he waste time with this female burglar when he had to go to the 

hospital? 

“I’m going to challenge you!” As Feiyan sect’s 46th disciple, how could Yu Xiaoke let Lin Yi go? There was 

no way that Yu Xiaoke could tolerate this guy insulting the disciples of Feiyan sec! She was eighteen and 

full of youthful vigor. She did not want to admit defeat. 



“Challenge? Challenge what?” Lin Yi glanced at Yu Xiaoke and thought that this girl was insane. As a 

burglar, she did not think about running away but challenged him after she was exposed. If she ran into 

the police, she would already be in jail. 

“The art of stealing, of course!” Yu Xiaoke stuck out her chest and stared at her wallet in Lin Yi’s hands 

intensely. 

“If you want to compare chest size, I can consider that. But stealing? Sorry, not interested,” Lin Yi looked 

at Yu Xiaoke’s chest lustfully. They were big and stuck out. It seemed like her muscles were rather 

developed due to sports. 

“You-” Yu Xiaoke was going crazy. She debuted for so long and she never had been robbed by the 

person she targeted to rob. Today was the first time! At the same time, she was furious and felt like she 

had been humiliated greatly. She was a disciple of Feiyan sect! The Feiyan sect was renowned sect for 

the art of stealing. How could she lose to someone else? 

Plus, Yu Xiaoke didn’t think that she wasn’t as skillful, but she was too excited and consumed in counting 

money when she bumped into Lin Yi, allowing him to take the advantage to steal her wallet. In fact, 

when she stole Lin Yi’s wallet, he already took her wallet without her noticing. 

Lin Yi ignored her and turned around to leave. Lin Yi thought that there was something wrong with this 

girl’s head. How did she become a burglar with this level of psychological tolerance, challenging others 

so easily… 

Yu Xiaoke clenched her teeth angrily, yet she could not do a thing! It was the first time Yu Xiaoke 

encountered something like this and didn’t know what to do. As she watched Lin Yi leave, she followed 

without knowing the way. 

Even if Lin Yi didn’t want to accept her challenge, she had to take her wallet back. It was the most she 

earned this month, how could she let it go easily? 

Lin Yi didn’t think that Yu Xiaoke would follow him. It amused him. At the same time, he didn’t think that 

Yu Xiaoke was suited to be a robber. She was too senseless to be a robber. If he went to the police 

station, would she follow then too? 

Yu Xiaoke followed Lin Yi as she was confident in qinggong. The Feiyan sect was renowned for qinggong 

and although she wasn’t too skilled in combat, she was a fast runner. In her perspective, she could easily 

tail Lin Yi! 

She wanted to find an appropriate chance to rob both wallets on Lin Yi. 

However, Yu Xiaoke froze at the corner of the street. Lin Yi disappeared! 

“Where did he go?” Yu Xiaoke looked at the empty street strangely. It was the backstreet of the hospital 

and people rarely walk pass here, so it was impossible for Lin Yi to be lost in the crowd! The street was 

empty. Yu Xiaoke grasped a complete view of the street. 

Chapter 695: I’m So Angry! 

 



  

I’m So Angry! 

“Are you looking for me?” Lin Yi’s voice came from behind Yu Xiaoke. 

Yu Xiaoke jumped and trembled. The hairs on her back stood up. How did this person appear behind her 

without a sound? 

“You- How did you get there?” Yu Xiaoke turned around and stared at Lin Yi cautiously. Was this person 

a ghost? 

“You are asking if I’m human or not?” Lin Yi asked her. 

“I… You…” Yu Xiaoke glared at Lin Yi without knowing what to say. 

“You want to tail someone with this level of skill? Go home and rest. This world is dangerous, and it’s 

unbelievable that someone like you lived until now,” Lin Yi looked at Yu Xiaoke pitifully. He was a rather 

upright person. 

“You are unbelievable!” Yu Xiaoke looked at Lin Yi angrily, “Oi, are you a person of the same 

profession?” 

Yu Xiaoke thought that perhaps Lin Yi was one like her. Otherwise, how was he so skilled in the art of 

stealing. How was he able to appear and disappear so unpredictably? 

“Heh… If you practice a few more years, perhaps you can be the same kind as me,” Lin Yi laughed. 

“If you are as great as what you think, then accept my challenge!” Yu Xiaoke attempted to goad him, 

“Oi, are you scared that you will lose and that’s why you won’t accept my challenge?” 

“If you say so,” Lin Yi shrugged, “Stop following me. You won’t be able to keep up.” 

“I…” There was nothing Yu Xiaoke could do. What could she do against someone who’s unmoved by 

force or persuasion? She clenched her teeth and she was unwilling to give up, “Then can you give me 

back my wallet?” 

“Oh, sure. It’s useless to me,” Lin Yi agreed without hesitation. 

Yu Xiaoke was extremely delighted, and as she was about to thank him, she saw her big wallet flying 

towards her and she quickly caught it. However, she was shocked at the sight in front of her. Her wallet 

was empty. The ten thousand yuan were all gone without a single cent behind. 

“Oi, where’s my money?” Yu Xiaoke felt as if she had been tricked. 

“You said you wanted your wallet back, not your money?” Lin Yi laughed and walked away quickly, 

“Remember what I said. Go back and practice a few more years before coming out, or you’ll be caught 

sooner or later. It’s hard for me to comprehend if you are so compassionate, why did you steal my 

wallet when you scolded me? I don’t like the way you commit crimes.” 



“Argh! I’m so angry!” Yu Xiaoke stomped her feet furiously. She wanted to kick Lin Yi into pieces as she 

watched Lin Yi leave, “Die! Aren’t you great? Who told you that you could humiliate me! I’m going to 

make you… Ahhhhh! My foot…” 

Yu Xiaoke stepped on a small stone and almost fractured the sole of her foot. 

Lin Yi turned at the corner and returned to the hospital. The beggar was still begging there and avoided 

Lin Yi’s eyes when he saw him. However, Lin Yi didn’t want to do anything to the beggar either since he 

had nothing much to do with him. 

Lin Yi saw Tang Yin at the nurse’s office upstairs. Xiaofen and Guan Xin just came back from her check 

up. When Guan Xin saw Lin Yi entering, she blushed lightly. She wished to say something, but held back 

since Tang Yin was present. 

On the contrary, Lin Yi took the initiative to greet Guan Xin, “Xinxin, is Xiaofen alright now?” 

Lin Yi could see that Xiaofen was more lively. Her illness was caused by secrets in her heart. Now that 

her heart was lightened, the problem wasn’t so severe anymore. 

“It’s alright now. The doctor said there’s no need to come back if she doesn’t fall ill again,” Guan Xin 

shook her head. 

“Sorry to bother you,” Lin Yi nodded, “I saw Grandpa Guan today, but I was in a rush. I’ll visit another 

day.” 

“Okay!” Guan Xin nodded. She was about to say she will cook for Lin Yi, but as Tang Yin was there. She 

didn’t want her to misunderstand. Guan Xin hesitated for a while before suggesting, “Tang Yin, do you 

want to come along? I’ll cook for you guys?” 

“I won’t go… I’m quite busy. My house is gone, and I don’t know what to do yet,” Tang Yin was too 

embarrassed to go. It seemed like she didn’t believe in Lin Yi. Did she seem too small-minded? Tang Yin 

spoke, “But I troubled you quite a lot with Xiaofen and my father, I should be treating you. When I figure 

something out about my new house, shall I make barbeque for you?” 

“Okay!” Guan Xin agreed with a smile. 

As they spoke, someone called for Guan Xin at the door and she went to work first. Lin Yi and Tang Yin 

went to Tang Jucheng’s wardroom. Kang Xiaobo and Xiaofen left a step early with Liu Xinwen. They 

knew that Tang Yin’s family wanted to talk to Lin Yi about their house, and it was inappropriate for them 

to participate. 

“Uncle Tang, how are you feeling?” Lin Yi saw that Tang Jucheng could already walk with the help of a 

walking stick. He recovered rather quickly. 

“Not bad! It’s much better than the recovery period after the last surgery. The Chinese medicine you 

gave me is quite useful. Even the doctors here and shocked!” Tang Jucheng smiled, “But they asked me 

for the recipe. I didn’t give it to them. I told them I bought it with all the herbs ready, and I don’t have 

the recipe.” 

Lin Yi nodded. It looked like Tang Jucheng wasn’t an inflexible person but rather clever. He knew that the 

compounds of the medicine were valuable and it shouldn’t be given away so easily. This kind of 



medicine which helps in bone growth could be mass produced and could bring them a considerable 

amount of profit. 

“Don’t give them the compounds of the medicine. If someone else asks again, tell them that it was from 

Guan Xueming, Professor Guan, and they won’t ask further.” Lin Yi found a shield for Tang Jucheng. In 

the medical system, Guan Xueming’s prestige was irreplaceable. “Oh, right, Uncle Tang, Aunt Wang, I 

heard from Tang Yin that you two were looking for me?” 

“Yes. I thought that we should discuss about purchasing a new house? We can’t always live in the 

hospital like this. The hospitalisation fee per day is even more expensive than hotels. It’s not a good 

deal!” Although Tang Yin’s mother didn’t have to pay for it, she pitied the loss of money. How nice 

would it be if Lin Yi gave her those money! 

“That’s true. The hospital isn’t as comfortable as home,” Lin Yi nodded. He neglected this point earlier 

since he didn’t have a fixed residence, and he was used to wandering around. Tang Yin’s family was 

different. They were just ordinary citizens, and it was uncomfortable to live without a home! 

“Yes. Now that I can walk, I want to find something to do. I’m sick of lying in bed all the time!” Tang 

Jucheng agreed, “But I need a place to settle down before finding a job. I can’t live in the hospital while 

job hunting!” 

Chapter 696: Special Price Property 

 

  

Special Price Property 

“What’s going on with the demolishments at the slums? Had anything happened?” Lin Yi has kept an eye 

on Master Bing’s movements, but he only heard that Master Bing began the reconstruction of his Qibing 

skyscrapers. He found a highly efficient construction company and apparently the framework has been 

completed already. Of course, although Lin Yi demolished his house and broke his leg, he had to keep 

operating his business by continuing to demolish the slums. However, Lin Yi didn’t know if Master Bing 

learned his lesson or not. 

“They said that they’ll summon everyone for compensation matters. After what happened, they will 

most likely raise the price after what happened last time, but it won’t be too high!” Tang Yin’s mother 

sighed, “Our home is lost, and we’ll get compensated as much as possible. I don’t want to think back to 

it. But now, should we rent a house first or buy a new one?” 

Lin Yi was unable to intervene with their compensation agreements. He couldn’t find Zhao Qibing and 

threaten him to compensate Tang Yin’s mother, could he? He demolished Master Bing’s skyscrapers. It 

was even between them. 

If Zhao Qibing knew what Lin Yi was thinking. He would spit blood from fury! A skyscraper for a broken 

house was even? That’s nonsense! 

“You should buy one. You can’t rent a house forever,” Lin Yi thought that purchasing a house would 

spare them some worries. 



“Buy a house…” Tang Yin’s mother’s heart ached at the thought. Tang Jucheng and Tang Yin’s thought 

that they should buy one. With five hundred thousand yuan Lin Yi gave them and some savings from 

before, they had more than enough to buy a big house. However, Tang Yin’s mother didn’t want to 

spend it all at once without savings. She finally felt like she was wealthy, and the illusion would 

disappear if she spent the money. 

Lin Yi could tell what Tang Yin’s mother was thinking from her expression? He laughed lightly, “Aunty 

Wang, I know a friend who used to work with property developments, so he should know many 

developers. I’ll give him a call and check if there are any special price properties?” 

“Great, that’s great! Can you ask me as soon as possible?” The cheapness in her personality which was 

embedded deeply into her bones didn’t change at all. She immediately cheered up when Lin Yi said he 

could find a special price property for her. In fact, she would’ve agreed with Tang Jucheng and Tang Yin 

to purchase a new house either way, but if she could save some money through Lin Yi’s connections, 

why not? 

Tang Yin’s mother was glad that she discussed this with Lin Yi without purchasing a house right away like 

an idiot. She would’ve lost a great deal! 

Lin Yi gave Fatty Lai a call. Fatty Lai was at an extremely excited due to the success of the news 

conference. He thought that he didn’t need to promote their product anymore. With the media’s 

reports, it was impossible for Miracle Doctor Guan medical company to not be famous! 

Direwolf hyped the coma event at First High School too much. Billions of people online had had their 

eyes on it! 

Miracle Doctor Guan medical company unraveled the truth at the most crucial point and quickly created 

an antidote. Their efficiency was extremely high! At that time, the name of Miracle Doctor Guan medical 

company was known all across the internet. 

“Boss!” Fatty Lai picked up. 

“I heard that your news conference was quite successful?” Although Lin Yi didn’t see it with his own 

eyes, he heard the taxi driver compliment how great Miracle Doctor Guan medical company was, and 

how they treated an illness which the hospital could not! 

“Ha, if it wasn’t for your recipe, it wouldn’t have been worth anything!” Fatty Lai was clear-headed and 

he wasn’t immensely satisfied at himself. He understood that everything came from Lin Yi’s poison and 

antidote recipe. Without these, no one would believe the story he made up. 

“Hahaha, you’ve done well!” Lin Yi complimented generously, “Oh right, how’s the preparation going for 

the antidote?” 

“They’ve bought all the ingredients and have started production. With Old Guan watching out for 

everything, there shouldn’t be any problems,” Fatty Lai replied. 

“Mhm. I wanted to ask you something. Do you know anyone who sells properties?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Selling properties? What? Boss, do you want to buy a house?” Fatty Lai paused for a second and asked. 



“Not me, Tang Yin’s family wants to. Wasn’t their house demolished by Zhao Qibing? They want to buy a 

new house. Do you know any developers who are selling low price properties have promotions?” Lin Yi 

asked subtly, but he believed that Fatty Lai was clever enough to understand what he meant! 

Indeed, Fatty Lai understood what Lin Yi meant as soon as he heard that Tang Yin’s family wanted a new 

house! Fatty Lai was a developer himself and has a few buildings under construction at Songshan. There 

are some houses which weren’t sold or kept for self-use. 

Lin Yi couldn’t tell him to give Tang Yin’s family a house bluntly. Tang Yin would definitely refuse, and her 

mother would definitely agree. At that time, they will argue over it! It was the same with the fifty 

thousand yuan. Tang Yin wanted to return it to Lin Yi, but her mother grasped it tightly in her hands. 

So, Lin Yi thought of a plan. He asked Fatty Lai to sell a property to Tang Yin’s mother at a low price. This 

way, her mother would be happy and Tang Yin wouldn’t suspect anything. 

“Oh, I do!” Fatty Lai pondered for a while, “Tell aunty to contact me, I’ll take care of it!” 

Lin Yi smiled and complimented Fatty Lai’s comprehension ability silently, “You do? Cool, I’ll tell Aunty 

Wang to contact you!” 

Tang Yin’s mother watched Lin Yi anxiously and her eyes lit up when Lin Yi said yes. She almost laughed 

out loud since she wanted to save as much as possible, “He does?” 

“Aunty Wang, my friend said that there’s one that’s on promotions. You can contact him in person!” Lin 

Yi smiled. 

“Oh? Great! I’ll go and have a look tomorrow!” Tang Yin’s mother was in a rush to move, but she 

couldn’t find a suitable and cheap house. Houses nowadays weren’t cheap, and it was a great deal to 

purchase a special price property! 

Lin Yi gave Fatty Lai’s contact details to Tang Yin’s mother, but Tang Yin frowned on the side. She 

wondered if it was actually a coincidence. Her family wanted a new house, and Lin Yi could use his 

connections to find a special price property? 

However, she couldn’t ask Lin Yi in front of her mother. She held her doubts in… 

There were police outside the room for protection, and some were happy while others were not. 

Zhong Pingliang was happy. He felt as if he was a great figure because he had police outside to protect 

him. If people he knew saw it, he would have a lot of respect. 

Chapter 697: Visiting An Jianwen 

 

  

Visiting An Jianwen 

An Jianwen, however, wasn’t in the same situation as Zhong Pingliang. He was so worried that his hair 

could turn white! With police guarding his room in the hospital, it was impossible to call the tattooed 



man or Zhong Pingliang. He didn’t have a phone on him, and he was worried that the police would 

notice if he used a phone in the room. 

The kidney trafficking company he operated was taken down so easily? An Jianwen suffered greatly, but 

it wasn’t the most painful thing. One of his kidneys was cut and that kidney should be inside Zhong 

Pingliang’s body by now! 

An Jianwen didn’t want to lose an internal organ. He wanted to find Zhong Pingliang and take his kidney 

back, yet he was too scared! Although his kidney was important, it was nothing compared to his life. He 

was the mastermind behind the company. As soon as the information was collected, it wasn’t as simple 

as jail waiting for him. He could get a death sentence! 

An Jianwen was troubled, and he could only stay in the room gloomily. When the police visited him, he 

had to pretend that he was a victim suffering greatly… In fact, he was indeed suffering and didn’t expose 

his thoughts! 

But his identity was already exposed which prevented him from making up a new name. 

An Jianwen didn’t think that two familiar people visited him at the hospital! 

Chen Yutian never imagined that Song Lingshan would call him. He was excited yet bewildered at the 

same time. Why did she call him? 

Song Lingshan didn’t think that An Jianwen was on the list of the victims reported by Liu Wangli. He was 

one of the four renowned Songshan masters! 

Although Chen Yutian changed a lot these few years, Song Lingshan still had no feelings towards him. 

However, their relationship was better before and they were now more or less ordinary friends. Since 

they were friends and something happened to An Jianwen, Song Lingshan thought it was necessary to 

notify Chen Yutian. 

It didn’t matter how much she hated An Jianwen, she thought she had to visit him herself as An Jianwen 

was one of the important figures in the city. 

Song Lingshan called Chen Yutian to visit An Jianwen at the hospital, and Chen Yutian was glad that Song 

Lingshan asked him out alone! Chen Yutian was surprised that An Jianwen’s kidney was taken by a 

kidney trafficking company. Especially since he was still well when they were drinking together. 

However, he was hospitalized today which made Yutian Pity him. 

Song Lingshan remained cold towards Chen Yutian on the way. She was cool and had no expression on 

her face. Even if Chen Yutian wanted to talk, he didn’t know where to start. He tried to start a 

conversation but Lingshan ignored him, and he could only smile bitterly. 

It looked like he didn’t have any chances! Chen Yutain’s heart died, and he felt like he had no chance 

after what Song Lingshan said. 

“I already broke through the mid-stage of the golden class, and I am now in the late stage. What about 

you?” At this moment, Song Lingshan thanked Lin Yi. If it wasn’t for him, she wouldn’t have known how 

to break through it! 



“I…” What else could Chen Yutian do other than laugh bitterly? He just entered the initial stage of the 

golden class. Not to mention the mid-stage, he wasn’t even at the peak of the initial stage. Compared to 

Song Lingshan’s final stage in the golden class, it was as different as the sky and the earth! 

“Chen Yutian, I hope you can face yourself squarely. The differences between us are too big. We aren’t 

suitable,” Song Lingshan knew what Chen Yutian was thinking, but she didn’t think that Chen Yutian still 

lingered onto his feelings for so many years. 

“Not suitable…” Yutian sighed. Lingshan didn’t give him a chance at all! 

“Why, do you think that you can win against me?” Lingshan lifted her head up and stared at Yutian 

without blinking, “I told you before, I don’t like men who’re weaker than me. When did you ever show 

your tough side in front of me? Never! You are always so soft and asked if I have time. I’m giving you a 

chance, but what did you ever do for me? If you are indeed capable, how about you toughen up once 

and show me?” 

Toughen up… Chen Yutian sighed again, how could I? You are at the final stage of the golden class, but 

I’m merely at the initial stage. How could I possibly be stronger? You’ll send me flying with a kick! 

Song Lingshan shook her head seeing that Chen Yutian remained silent. Although Chen Yutian was 

indeed weaker than her, he didn’t have the thoughts to become stronger. He was even too scared to 

think about it! Song Lingshan couldn’t accept this kind of personality like. Even if she did, those House 

Song would die from embarrassment! For those who didn’t know, they would think that he married her 

and live with her family! 

If it was Lin Yi, he would’ve exploded a long ago! However… If it was Lin Yi, would she dare to ask 

something like “can you win against me?” Not really… Lin Yi will most likely give her back her Miss 

Braindead nickname. 

Song Lingshan felt wronged. As the idiom goes, a comparison is odious. She was rather a tough person. 

How did she lose all her toughness in front of Lin Yi? Forget it. She needed him to help her solve those 

cases… Song Lingshan comforted herself silently. 

An Jianwen was extremely distressed when he saw Lingshan and Yutian appear in his room. It looked 

like the police outside his room didn’t lie to him. His kidney trafficking company really came to an end! 

Otherwise, it was impossible for Song Lingshan to stand here without a scratch! 

But luckily, Song Lingshan didn’t know that he was the mastermind behind the company. Otherwise, he 

wouldn’t be lying in the hospital bed right now. 

“Jianwen, what happened to you? How were you dragged into something like this?” Chen Yutian 

thought it was rather unimaginable. How did the kidney trafficking company pick a master who drove a 

sports car like An Jianwen? Weren’t they afraid of the consequences? 

“I don’t know… Last night after dinner, I wasn’t in a good mood! You know that I’ve always liked Chu 

Mengyao, but yesterday’s confession plan failed, so I wanted to have a walk by myself. But as I walked, I 

fell asleep by the street, and I don’t know what happened after I woke up…” What An Jianwen said was 

half real and half fake. He wasn’t worried that Song Lingshan will question it as Chen Yutian could prove 

that the party last night indeed ended on bad terms… 



Chapter 698: Urge to Die 

 

  

Urge to Die 

“Oh…” Chen Yutian sympathized An Jianwen. His relationship failed, and his kidney was taken away from 

him. He could imagine how painful it must be. Chen Yutian turned around and asked Song Lingshan, 

“Have you caught the suspect?” 

“The mastermind’s code name is the ‘tattooed man’, but the surgeon committed suicide to escape 

punishments,” Song Lingshan replied indifferently, “I don’t know what’s the profit chain hidden behind 

this crime syndicate. The police are investigating further into it…” 

What Song Lingsha said could be found through official channels, but An Jianwen didn’t receive any 

information in the hospital room and didn’t know what was happening outside the room. Hearing that 

the tattooed man was arrested and the surgeon killed himself made his vision blurry. His kidney 

trafficking company! What will he do if the surgeon died! He hoped that the surgeon could transplant 

his kidney back! 

Now he was completely done for. Even if he found Zhong Pingliang, he couldn’t find anyone to change 

kidney for him. Which regular hospital would do that? He couldn’t speak to the police or they would ask, 

how do you know that Zhong Pingliang’s kidney is yours? 

Chen Yutian saw An Jianwen’s unnatural expressions and thought that he recalled the pain and quickly 

comforted, “Jianwen bro, please accept the reality. Luckily you are only missing a kidney without 

threatening your life. We’ll think of something and give you a transplant!” 

An Jianwen could only smile bitterly back. He wasn’t only suffering from losing a kidney. He knew where 

it was, but he was unable to get it back! Not to mention his kidney trafficking company. It was 

everything he devoted to! 

After An Jianwen came back to Songshan from overseas, other than pursuing Mengyao, he also wanted 

to develop his own business. Indeed, his business became more prosperous with each passing day, and 

he outgrew his brother’s performance. He was also complimented by House An and Fire Wolf sect. An 

Jianwen became ambitious, yet a bucket of cold water was poured over his head, shattering his great 

dream… 

“An Jianwen, rest assured, the police will do you justice. The suspect has been punished according to 

law, and we hope that you will present as the witness at court!” Song Lingshan came on behalf of the 

police. Although she disliked An Jianwen, she must go through the procedures since An Jianwen was the 

victim. 

“Okay…” An Jianwen’s heart was bleeding. Asking him to be the witness for accusing his own kidney 

trafficking company? Has this ever happened in this world? But An Jianwen could only nod painfully 

since he was afraid Song Lingshan would suspect him, “I will go…” 



“Jianwen bro, I’ll give Yushu a call and see if she’s still with Yaoyao. I’ll ask them to come and visit you 

too!” Chen Yutian pitied An Jianwen and thought that perhaps he’ll feel better if Mengyao visited him… 

An Jianwen became delighted immediately and thought, as expected of Chen Yutian! As one of the 

Songshan four masters, he treats me right! Mengyao will definitely pity my current state, right? If the 

girl’s mother nature was awakened, perhaps I still have a chance! 

Although Mengyao seemed cold, she was kind at heart and An Jianwen knew it clearly. When they were 

at the amusement park, she told Lin Yi to save him! Hence, An Jianwen agreed to have Mengyao visiting 

him, but he was afraid of Yushu since she only knew how to stir up troubles! She will probably clap her 

hands happily at him. 

But what Yushu thought had nothing to do with An Jianwen. He didn’t like her anyways. He wouldn’t 

have liked her even if she pushed herself on him. How could he live with a woman like this at home? She 

might castrate him in the middle of the night! 

An Jianwen had always kept his distance with Yushu, unwilling to provoke her yet unable to offend her 

since she was Mengyao’s best friend. 

“Sorry for the trouble! Yutian bro, a friend in need is a friend indeed!” An Jianwen was touched. He was 

delighted to receive such care from Chen Yutian when he’s injured. 

Chen Yutian dialed his sister, Yushu’s number. 

Yushu just came back to Mengyao’s hospital room. As she held Mengyao’s hands, she giggled at 

Mengyao’s stern expressions, “Yaoyao sis, what’s wrong? Why do you look unhappy? You should be 

happy that you just escaped from death! Look at me, when I played Super Mario II with you, I will always 

cheer when I don’t die!” 

“…” Mengyao glared at Yushu, “How can you act like this is a game? Would you be happy if Lin Yi saw 

your body?” 

“Oh, but I wasn’t unhappy! What if he did? I will marry him in the future anyway. Won’t he get to look at 

my body anyway? When we have a threesome together, we’ll see everything!” Yushu played with her 

fingers and continued, “He just saw it earlier, what’s wrong with that?” 

“…” Mengyao rolled her eyes and realized that her way of thinking wasn’t the same as Yushu. This girl 

had no chastity in mind. She acted if nothing happened after her body was seen by Lin Yi. She’s just as 

happy every day. She’s even happier than everyone else! 

Fortune favors fools. She didn’t have to worry about personal gains and losses. 

“Since when did I say I will marry him?” Mengyao humphed, “No, you and Lin Yi must keep it a secret, or 

I won’t be able to marry in the future!” 

“Oh, rest assured, only the three of us will know. We won’t tell our secrets to outsiders!” Yushu nodded. 

Mengyao was speechless. She discovered Yushu didn’t understand her words, or perhaps she pretended 

that she didn’t understand? Mengyao suddenly realized that her best friend had a strange brain. When 

she wanted to understand something, she will react faster than anything, but if she didn’t want to 

understand it, she wouldn’t understand it no matter what you said… 



“Don’t ever talk about it again in the future!” Mengyao could only take a step back and warned Yushu. 

“Okay, I won’t!” Yushu nodded, “Yaoyao sis, where are we going now? It’s so boring here, I don’t want 

to stay here anymore. The smell of disinfectant is making my head dizzy!” 

Mengyao didn’t want to stay in the hospital either. Although she just woke up from a coma, she was full 

of energy. She didn’t know what Lin Yi did to her, and although Mengyao was thankful, she wanted to 

die because Lin Yi had seen her body. 

Chapter 699: Super Good News 

 

Super Good News 

“Where do you want to go?” Mengyao asked. 

“Shall we go home and play hide and seek?” Yushu suggested. 

“Hide and seek? Are you horny? Do you want to get stuck between the fences and let Lin Yi touch your 

boobs?” Mengyao rejected her suggestion. Her place was only that big. Hide and seek was fun if they 

played it occasionally, but it becomes boring after a while. 

“Fine, fine, what do you want to play?” Yushu changed the topic without blushing as if Mengyao wasn’t 

talking about her. 

“How would I know? Let’s go home and play some video games,” Mengyao wanted to play games after 

Yushu mentioned it. 

“Ok, ok!” Yushu nodded since she loved anything she could play with. 

As they were talking, Yushu’s phone rang. She glanced at the caller ID and quickly picked up realizing it 

was from her brother, “Bro!” 

“Xiaoshu, where are you?” Chen Yutian’s voice sounded from the other side of the phone. 

“Yaoyao sis and I are still at the hospital. Are you free?” Yushu continued, “If you are, come and play 

games with us!” 

Chen Yutian thought that they were sick after hearing that they were in the hospital, but when she 

mentioned games, it was obvious that they were well. He didn’t question further and asked, “Jianwen 

drank last night and fell asleep on the street. A kidney trafficking company cut off one of his kidneys. If 

you and Yaoyao are free, do you want to come and visit him? We are at People’s First Hospital right 

now, the third impatient depart, room 218.” 

“Holy moly!” Yushu widened her eyes in shock and immediately cheered, “Oh, Yaoyao sis, I have super 

good news for you! One of An Jianwen’s kidney was cut off. He’s in the same situation as Zhong 

Pingliang now! Your pursuers are so pitiful. All of them lost their kidney!” 

Yutian sweated. Even if his sister didn’t like An Jianwen, there was no need to cheer like that, was there? 

If Jianwen heard it, wouldn’t he die from rage? Lucky he kept some distance between him and Jianwen 

so he couldn’t hear it! 



“An Jianwen? His kidney was cut off?” Mengyao froze for a second. Although she wasn’t as happy as 

Yushu, she wasn’t sad either. Her relationship with Jianwen gradually drifted apart over the years, and 

she no longer felt like he was the older brother from next door. 

Mengyao shook her head. Now they were grown-ups, they couldn’t go back to before! 

“Yushu, you and Yaoyao should come and visit him? After all, you were all decent friends.” 

“Oh, ok. Yaoyao sis and I are free anyway. We’ll go visit him, it’s fun!” Yushu pondered for a while and 

agreed. 

Yutian didn’t know what to say. Fun? Is it really fun having one kidney cut off? 

However, there was nothing he could do with his weird little sister. His father spoiled her and treated 

her as the treasure of the family. Looking at his sister from a certain angle, she was indeed cute! 

“Yaoyao sis, we have somewhere to go. We are going to the hospital to visit An Jianwen. His kidney was 

cut off. It’s fun!” Yushu hung up and spoke to Mengyao, “Do you think Shield bro did that?” 

“Lin Yi?” Mengyao froze for a second. Would it be Lin Yi? Why did Lin Yi cut off his kidney? Perhaps 

because An Jianwen confessed to her during dinner last night? That seemed impossible. Lin Yi didn’t like 

her, so why would he do that? It would make more sense if she ordered him to do that, but she didn’t… 

Mengyao told Chu Pengzhan that she was going to visit An Jianwen at the hospital with Yushu. He 

couldn’t let them go alone as after the coma event. He became easily frightened for her safety and told 

Uncle Fu to drive them there. 

In the car, Yushu gave Lin Yi a call, “Shield bro, where are you?” 

“I’m at People’s First Hospital,” Lin Yi picked up Yushu’s call in front of Tang Yin. Since Tang Yin already 

knew the relationship between him and the other two, there was no need to hide it from her. 

“Oh, great timing! Yaoyao and sis and are going to visit An Jianwen, you should come with us!” Yushu 

was delighted upon hearing that Lin Yi was there too. 

“Visiting An Jianwen?” Lin Yi didn’t react for a second, but he remembered that the guy’s kidney was cut 

off! Wasn’t his kidney given to Zhong Pingliang then? How could it even match? 

“Yes, his kidney was cut off,” Yushu spoke happily, “Come and be our bodyguard. What if An Jianwen 

becomes mad and beats Yaoyao sis and I?” 

Lin Yi was speechless. One of An Jianwen’s kidney was cut off. How would he be strong enough to beat 

them? But Lin Yi knew Yushu’s personality well, “Okay. Give me a call when you guys arrive.” 

“Okay, we are almost there. Wait for us in front of the third impatient department!” Yushu replied. 

After Chen Yushu hung up, Lin Yi smiled as he saw Tang Yun looking at him, “Chu Mengyao and Chen 

Yushu are coming and told me to visit a patient with them.” 

“Oh, you can go first then. Everything should be fine here!” Tang Yun originally thought that she could 

go shopping with Lin Yi. The weather’s getting hot, and she wanted to buy a pair of jeans shorts. She also 

wanted to go the night markets today, but obviously Lin Yi wasn’t available now. 



“Ha, if there’s something else, I’ll come a bit later?” Lin Yi saw that Tang Yun was hesitant to speak. It 

looked like she wanted to tell him something. 

“Okay, we’ll see if there’s time…” Tang Yun was delighted. 

Lin Yi briefed Tang Yun’s parents and left for the third impatient department. As soon as he arrived, he 

saw Uncle Fu’s Bentley parked at the front. 

Mengyao and Yushu got off the car holding hands. Yushu waved at Lin Yi but Miss only cast a glance at 

Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi understood why his Miss acted this way and didn’t bother about it. He smiled, “Why didn’t you 

guys bring any gifts if you’re revisiting a patient?” 

“Oh, we should definitely celebrate it! Should I go and get some firecrackers?” Yushu pondered and 

replied with a straight face. 

Yushu’s words amused Mengyao, “That’s too much. Even if you are happy. You should not do that. At 

least give your brother some respect!” 

Chapter 700: Fainted From Rage 

 

Fainted From Rage 

“That’s true. Then shall we eat something good later for celebration?” YChen ushu nodded and gave up 

on the idea of buying firecrackers. 

The three of them entered the building, went up to the second floor, and arrived outside room 218. 

However, there were police patrolling around the room. When they saw that the three of them were 

about to enter the room, someone immediately stopped them, “May I ask who you are looking for?” 

Chen Yutian came with Song Lingshan and the patrolling police naturally let them through without 

asking. Although Lin Yi, Mengyao, and Yushu looked rather harmless, they shouldn’t lower their guard. 

“We are here to visit An Jianwen,” Lin Yi replied. He didn’t expect An Jianwen would be protected by the 

police. 

“An Jianwen is one of the victims under our protection. May I have your names? I must notify and ask 

our leader…” The police guarding the door asked. 

“Who’s your leader? Song Lingshan? Or Liu Wangli?” Lin Yi didn’t think that it was so troublesome to 

visit An Jianwen. 

“You… You know Team Leader Song and Team Leader Liu?” The police froze for a second, “Team Leader 

Song is inside. Please wait a moment, I’ll notify her.” 

When the police heard that Lin Yi didn’t only know their middle team leader, Liu Wangli, but also their 

team leader, Song Lingshan, they didn’t dare to neglect them and immediately went inside. 



“Leader Song, there’s someone at the door who wishes to visit An Jianwen, and he knows you…” The 

police reported. 

“Knows me?” Song Lingshan froze for a second, “I’ll go and have a look.” 

After Song Lingshan came out, she saw Lin Yi, Mengyao, and Yushu standing there. However, she found 

it strange that Lin Yi came to visit An Jianwen. Does Lin Yi know him? 

“Lin Yi?” Lingshan glanced at Lin Yi with unnatural expressions, probably because Mengyao and Yushu 

were next to him. However, Lingshan quickly returned to normal. What was she afraid of? They weren’t 

Lin Yi’s girlfriends and how was it any of their concerns what her relationship with Lin Yi was? 

“Why is An Jianwen under protection?” Lin Yi asked. 

“He’s a victim of the kidney trafficking company. We need him to be our witness,” Song Lingshan said, 

“Do you know him?” 

“I do, but I’m not familiar.” Lin Yi shrugged and thought it was funny. Asking An Jianwen to accuse his 

own kidney trafficking company? Although An Jianwen was the mastermind behind the case, he 

probably wiped out all evidence, so Lin Yi didn’t bother to tell Song Lingshan about it. 

Song Lingshan nodded. She followed Lin Yi into the room like a child who had been bullied. She didn’t 

dare to walk faster than Lin Yi. 

No one else noticed this detail. Mengyao and Yushu didn’t notice and Yutian didn’t overthink it since he 

didn’t believe that Song Lingshan would be bullied. 

“Yushu, Yaoyao… Lin Yi, you are here.” Yutian sounded unnatural when he said Lin Yi’s name. He 

respected Lin Yi deeply and called him leader. He felt like he disrespected Lin Yi by using his name. 

Yushu saw her brother and then saw Song Lingshan who stood behind him, and her face immediately 

dropped. She didn’t understand why her brother was so simple-minded. It was obvious that Song 

Lingshan didn’t like him, yet he pursued her persistently. So embarrassing! 

Song Lingshan was a sly fox and harmed her brother. She should teach her a lesson… Mhm? Yushu’s 

eyes suddenly brightened up as she thought of something. 

An Jianwen was delighted at Mengyao’s arrival and he automatically ignored Yushu, who was standing 

next to her. However, he froze when he saw Lin Yi, who was standing behind Chen Yushu. 

Lin Yi knew that he was the mastermind of the kidney trafficking company! He was going to cut off Lin 

Yi’s kidney in the morning, but it became him instead… Lin Yi definitely loathes him. Perhaps Lin Yi was 

the one who saved Song Lingshan? 

The more An Jianwen thought about it, the more he loathed Lin Yi. He was afraid that Lin Yi would 

expose his secret to Lingshan, and he was irritated that Lin Yi destroyed his hard work! However, if he 

didn’t catch Lin Yi and Song Lingshan, his company wouldn’t have been destroyed so soon. 

Jianwen thought about it carefully and sighed in relief. So what if Lin Yi told Song Lingshan about it? He 

didn’t have any evidence! The tattooed man will definitely hold on and wouldn’t sell him out. The only 



person who knew his real identity was Doctor Wang, and he killed himself. Who else could prove that he 

was the mastermind behind it? 

If he refused to admit anything, Song Lingshan wouldn’t be able to do anything to him! People from 

House An wouldn’t be bullied so easily. Lingshan won’t do anything to him without any proof. Jianwen 

felt much more relieved at the thought and acted more hypocritically, ” Lin Yi bro, you are here too? It’s 

kind of you to remember me at a time like this. When I’m recovered, I’ll treat you!” 

Jianwen could only act like this in order to maintain his image in Mengyao’s heart. Otherwise, she would 

think that he was a narrow-minded person. 

“Oh, Jianwen bro, will you ever recover from losing a kidney? Will you die?” Chen Yushu spoke before 

Lin Yi could. 

“What?” Jianwen froze and his face flushed red. He cursed silently. Damn it. Would you die if you lost a 

kidney? Stop it! However, An Jianwen didn’t dare to curse at Yushu since he didn’t want to offend House 

Chen, not to mention that Yutian was also in the room! Yushu was also Mengyao’s best friend, if he 

cursed at her, would Mengyao let him go easily? 

“Yushu, shush. Losing a kidney will only affect his body slightly. He won’t die,” Chen Yutian could only 

explain to his younger sister. 

“Oh, really? That’s what I thought!” Chen Yushu nodded, “I heard that if a man loses a kidney, he’s not a 

complete man anymore. Jianwen bro, your dream with Yaoyao sis is broken! And you definitely won’t be 

able to have a threesome!” 

“Huh?” Jianwen’s face turned red and purple. He didn’t think that Yushu was bad enough to mention 

what hurt him the most. She shouldn’t have come. Did she come to make him lose reputation in front of 

Chu Mengyao? 

“Yushu, stop the nonsense. Even if he was a man, I won’t… with him.” Chu Mengyao frowned as she 

thought Yushu went overboard, making it sound as if she could be together with Jianwen! 

However, Mengyao sounded discriminating. Jianwen’s heart was as cold as ice. What did she mean by 

‘even if’ he was still a man? Was he not a man now? 

The more An Jianwen thought about it, the more he grieved. Why was he so unfortunate? Was there 

anyone who was more unfortunate than him? Jianwen suffered from excessive internal heat and 

fainted. 

 


